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HISTORIC AL80CITEY

THAT wind last night
might have come from
the German
press
agency had it been

weather .tonight and Tuesday;
clear sky and lots of
sunshine are predicted.
COOLER

hotter.

EXOLU8IVE ASSOCIATED PREB
VOL. XXXVI." NO.

LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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GERMAN ARMY, THOUGH

SEPTEMBER

III
RETREATING FROM THE

VICINITY OF PARIS, IS STILL INTACT AND IS FAR
ALLIED

FROM GIVING UP THE FIGHT TO
AIRMEN PLAY

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

liili

tl

PART IN THE
STRUGGL L

u

south of the river Marne, with the
French forces In line on our right and
left. Practically there had been no
change since Saturday, September 3,
which marked the end of our army's
long retirement from the Belgian frontier through northern France.
"On Friday, September 4 It
apparent that there was an alteration in the advance of almost the
whole of the first German army. That
nrmy, since the battle near Mons on
of August, had been
the twenty-thirIn
a colossal strategic
Its
part
playing
endeavor to create a Sedan for the allies by outflanking and later enveloping the left of their whole line so as
to encircle and drive both the British
and French to the south.
" 'There was now a irttan&e in its
objective and it was observed that
the German forces opposite the Brit-iswere beginning to mcveJn.a southeasterly direction instead of continuing southwest on to the capital, leaving a strong rear guard along the line
of the river Ourcq (which flows south
of and joins the Marne at Llzy Sur
Ourcq) to keep off the French sixth
army, which by then had been formed
and was to the northwest of Paris.
They were evidently executing what
amounted to a .flank march diagonal- -

PLEASURES

WIL

EXPLORERS ARE

COS T MORE

LOST IN THE
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ICE FLOE

be-cn-

ENEMIES

AUSTRIANS TAKE

nf th r.frman army of Invasion In France is
,.(-the left wing Is stoutly resisting the advance
and
gradually withdrawing
to
the best obtainable information today.
of the allies, according
own in the vicinThe German crown prince appears to be holding his
'
'
'
'
ity of Verdun.
south of Ver- The capture by the Germans of a fortified post in the
In -a wnnrt
.
ii
r- -dun and a battle between Paris ana river mains i.ii.a4
ma- m
earner
press
noted
been
from the German headquarters, have
.si--
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WAR REVENUE WILL BE DERIVED
FROM AUTOMOBILES AND
BEER

ELEVEN

WILL CURTA1LTRE JOY RIDES

THE

IN CASE ONE IS TEMPERATE,
HOWEVER, HE CAN PAY A TAX
ON' SODA WATER

NO TRACE OF MISSING SAILORS
AND SCIENTISTS CAN BE
FOUND

EXEMPTED

FREIGHT WILL BE

DISSATISFACTION
LEADS TO MODIFICATION
OF PLANS

PRESIDENT'S

SURVIVORS
OF THB
STEFANSSON EXPEDITION
ARE BROUGHT

THE
IS

IN

PERISHED

mWKJS

DESTROYED

CRUSHED IN PIECES BY THE
WEIGHT OF FLOATING
BERGS

ericans to hurry away because the
patches.
United States was going to war.
In France
Nome, Alaska, Sept. 13 (delayed in
14. President
The British statement reviews the operations of the British
Washington, Sept.
"General Hindenberg has defeated
new.
The United
reveals
transmission).
nothing
States
but
to
4
10,
from September
Wilson probably will not endorse a
this afternoon th-- i Russians, has crossed me Kussian
revenue cutter Bear arrived here toAn official communication Issued at Paris at 3 o'clock
freight tax in the war revenue bill, day with 11 survivors of the crew of
are "retreating everywhere." They frontier and up. to the present time(Paris time) declares that the Germans
capDrisoners
10.000
and
takfn
hnt
the face of party opposition. Chair- the Stefansson exploring ship Karluk,
in
for
established
are, it is said, "abandoning all the positions which they
800 euns and many machine
man
Underwood of the ways and who were rescued from Wrangell istuied
cover In a possible retreat.
to ignore the British as
Prepared
cor
are
committee called off a meeting land by the gasoline schooners King
and
means
Galicia
aeroplanes."
guns
in Russian Poland and
Report, concerning the fighting
being driven out of the fight, they of the committee today pending the
issued
today
Another
officiajj
but
their
report
reverses,
serious
met
have
and Winge and transferred to the
were initiating an effort to attack the
flicting. It appears that the Austrians
d
!'
to Washington.
return
.;
been
not
says:
have
Bear.
completely
president's
The survivors are:
that
establish
they
continued struggle
main French army
"The garrison, at Antwerp has beeoi left flank of the
"Unless the. president says to us
William
Laird McKinley, magnetle- Russians.
the
line
In
curved
a
by
which stretched
long
Ac
must
Prussia.
we
this
in
east
have
tax,"
that
repulsed.
freight
the
of
of
Clyde
ian,
Banks, Scotland.
known
operations
Still less is definitely
and
"The crown prince's army is now from our right towards the east,
Mr. Underwood, "we will drop it
is before the cap!,
Russian
said
a
John
chiefs engineer.
army
Monroe,
from
Petrograd,
to
a
dispatch
cording
so to carry out against it alone an
stated that Russian attacking the forts between Verdun
B. Williamson, second engineer.
immediately. We cannot pass It withWashington, Sept. 14 The Brittal, Koenigsberg, but official advice two days ago
so
failed
had
far
which
envelopment
and Toulon on both sides. '
out the president's request."
Robert Templeman, steward.
ish foreign office today cabled to
forces were bombarding Koenigsberg.
in
against the combined forces of the al
arrived
Joachim
emtoday
"Prince
General
of
an
success
Hindenberg
Initial
here
Several protests against the proErnest Chase, assistant steward-Frethe British embassy
According to British reports the
boon lodged in Belle-vie- lies.
has
and
followed by
was
Berlin
.
wines
a
on
of
20
domestic
tax
in
cent
the
of
admitted
denial
posed
report
been
Maurer, fireman.
Perograd,
which
has
in east Prussia,
phatic
"On Saturday the fifth, movement
from California
Seaman Hadley.
palace.
received
wtre
revolution In India. The dispatch
today
further German triumphs to the south of Koenigsberg.
as harass"Last night's oif rial details of the on the part of the Germans was con wine growers' associations, who mainEskimo man, wife, two children,
says:
The Belgian army operating 'from Antwerp is represented
cannot yet tinued, and large advance parties cros-wiis
In
battle
to theea-,.ViirGerrrfan
corp
two
out
Stewart Maaloch, geologist,
the
army
in"
would
the
growers
tained
it
''The story of a revolution
George
put
jtfiLprovent
the.
German,
ing
ibe, Marne southward at Trllport. of businbss. The committee has heard fit Hamilton, Out., "' and" t:vrge Yi.
be mafle" Tnvblic. 4 new" bft'tlftli;u;a, vvi.w'T w&S givtn cut at
there uiovr,g scuth'to the' aid of "the ytmitliiVT--'--Sous
anrl
Juarre,
to retire
progress which up to the present has 'ommeron, La Frfta
fiG'm one of the western associations ftetty, fireman, ditd of scurvey cn
German legations in certain capiBelgian-officia- l
reports admit that their forces were obliged
to the Germans. Re- Chateau Theirry. There was considfavorable
bten
The
It 'would not protest
?atast- a the island and were buried there.
Invention.
a
that
Is
sheer
tals,
after a counter attack by the Germans.
S a men,
It. J a rne
the Austrians, the ports from Paris and Ixmdon of a erable fighting with the French fifth tax of 12 cents a gallon." On the other
assistant toposuccesses
against
continued
enthusiasm in India with regard
claim
Servians
The
untrue." aimy on the French left, which fell
declared
were
north.
defeat
to
the
German
of. Christiana, NorRussians
grapher
the
with
was
geologist
learned
most
departare
it
hand,
striking."
treasury
armies
engaged
whose,
to the war is
of
greater part
back from Its position south of the ment officials had recommened a tax way, accidentally shot and killed himCom
Marne towards the Seine.
to
demoralized
Yet
seem
Clash
self with his own gun. He was buried
Lon14
Germans
the
on
Supreme
ot 50 cents a gallon.
pris- tions,
(via
Nish, Servia, Sept
"According to letters found
"On Sunday large hostile forces
14.
first
small
in
stage
The
on the Island.
surrender
,
to
Sept.
London,
Inclined
official
and
the
numerous
for
Paris
substitutes
enter
to
following
The
Among
oners they had expected
don).
on
and
from
the
Marne
apcrossed
situation
pushed
the
which,
of
Marne,
battle
of
the
Eight members of the expedition
the
and
general
committee's plan was one presented
statement was Issued today:
in a furious fight The order to re- perties,
favorable to the al the numbers of fighting men engaged, through Couiomlers and past the Brit- today by Senator Robinson of Arkan- are missing and are given up for
"On our northern front, after
treat was a bitter disappointment. The pears to be most
the extent of the line of battle and ish right further to the east. They sas. It would tax automobiles 50 cents dead. They are:
taking Semlin, our troops still
British crossed the river Marne on lies.
Alexander Anderson, first mate.
destroybeen
the terrific slaughter, is perhaps cor- were attacked at night by the French or $1 a horse power; certain soda
has
wantonly
to
pursue
"Property
continue successfully
the ninth with the French and on the
as "The battle of the Fifth army "corps, which captured drinks 50 cents a
Charles Baler, second mate.
been
have
Indicated
dechateaus
in
addihurried
an
rectly
beer
Pictures
ed.
The
offensive.
gallon,
the
tenth captured 1,500 men, four'great
bawon
the
the
of
at
to
three
have
John
been
by
have
point
villages
Brody, seaman.
Semlin
houses
and
generally
addiappears
ages,"
"trans- ripped up
tional 50 cents a barrel, and an
parture of the enemy at
guns, six machine guns and 50
H. King, sea mart.
But yonet.
armies.
British
and
the
French
on
been
tax
tional
can be estimated by the quantity
pillaged.
cigarettes.
port wagons."
These four men left the wreck of
"On Monday, September 7, there was
"It is stated on unimpeachable au- thb German army is still intact and
of provisions, equipment, arms
The Germans of the riht army
on
Karluk 80 miles from Wrangell
the
come.
the
the
of
to
a
advance
Is
'
still
have
part
clash
war
inhabitants
general
the
other
the
and
supreme
that
also
KILLED
ammunition
withIS
BRAKEMAN
and
thority
seemed demoralized. They were
and were never seen again:
our
field
the
even
of
see
In
Island,
week
aliies.
this
quarter
may
The present
treated.
materials found in the town. Our
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept 14. While
out ammunition, and surrendered rea- been much ill
Astof F. Mackay, surgeon of Edta-ijur- g,
been
now
occurhad
than
which
reinforced,
indeencounters
Have
any
forces,
with
more
incidents
received
desperate
"Interesting
troops were
leaning out of the caboose of a Santa
dily, according to the British advices.
Scotland.
on In a hortheasterly direction Fo
scribable enthusiasm In Semlin."
General red during the fighting. On the tenth which have yet taken place. Metz, pushed
freight train J. H. Shefhauer, a " James
continued advance,
The
of
Murray, oceonngra.pher, ot
advance
In
the
chain
with
the
and
army
second
our
of
Lorraine,
the capital
of
brakeman, Saturday noon struck a Fox
French says, has delrghted the troops, of September part
anHante, England.
Field,
into the north, found of forts thence to Diedenhoff, on the the French fifth army to the .north bridge near Laguna and received InParis, Sept. 14. It was officially
v.ho, with the reinforcements receiv- corps, advancing
anthropologist,
Beauchatea,
Henry
to
the
and
French
fifth
of
of
form
north
miles
corps
army
Metz,
another
Moselle, 17
nounced this afternoon that the Ger- ed, are filled with zeal and anxious to itself marching parallel with
juries which caused his death a short of Paris.
rear
German
the
German
the
eastward
the
for
left,
distance
a
against
some
little
strong pivot
time afterward.
infantry force at
mans still are retiring everywhere. press on.
Thomas Morris, seaman.
At first it was thought this while the river courses and the dense guard along the river Ourcq..
The train crew missed Sheffhauer at
con- away.
the
Ourcq
VThe
the
along
all
positions
fighting
These four also left the wreck of
detachThey are abandoning
the
weakened
with
some
on
the
forests
After
by
frontier, together
"Possibly
was another British unit.
Lacuna and backed the train.': "He was the
which they erected to cover a possible tinued on this day and was of, the
Karluk, near Wrangeil'island and!
ment of troops to the eastern theater fouud unconscious near the bridge. H
for the time, however, it was discovered that the strategic roads, give the German
most sanguinary character,
must
have perished.
retreat.
that,
a
the
In
now
of
and
realizing
retreat,
operations
Germans retreating. army of invasion,
was placed aboard the train and the
Germans had massed a great force of it was a body of
The official statement follows:
acsixth
French
the
of
action
to
defensive
army
for
taken
were
opportunity
splendid
crew started for Laguna with the in
"Measures
piwnptly
of
WHEAT FALLS AGAIN
"FirstOn our left wing the enemy artillery along this line. Very few the
ht&d off the enemy, who were sur tion, should the- French pursuit ex against the line of our occupation and tention of putting him aboard Xo. 8
seen
were
of
by
their
the
north
Aisne,
to
infantry
Chicago,
Sept. 11. Reported imhad prepared,
In defiance of the British placed their to
rounded and trapped in a Bunken road tend this far.
be brought here for medical treat- portant victories of the allies, acceptbetween Compelgne and Soissons, a French.
surrendered.
Military observers foresee all kinds flanking movement in considerable ment. He died on the way to Laguna, ed
"The French fifth army also made where over 400 men
by the grain trade as tending to
Pne of defense which It. was forced to
of perplexing possiblities in the event clanger of being taken in the rear on
No one saw the accident. Sheff- - shorten the war, caused am extreme
m
abandon. Some detachments which it a fierce attacK on uie ueuimu
of the Germans regaining the positions its report flank, the Germans on this hfiuer was known to be watching a
American Attitude Questioned
cents in the price of
decline of 4
had held at Amiens now have retired Moiitemirail, regaining that place.
the
to
wireless
they held before they started the rush diiv commenced to retire towards the hot box on a car near the caboose. lie wheat at the board of trade At the
13,
(by
'On Wednesday, September 9, the Berlin, Sept,
on Perrone and St. Quentin. .
of Sayville, of 1,500,000 men on Paris, should they northeast
may have been so Intent on that that opening here today. There was a
, "Second
On the center the Ger- battle between the French sixth army Associated Press by way
"This was the first sign that these ho- fnflirl trt. - BfiA- tTiA liridfru
of succeed in taking back any large porThe
tlmnrv
I
. . .......
headquarters
14.)
........
L
flank
Sept
now
German
the
was
what
a
and
defensive
positaken
mans have
up
j iu,v,v
turned back since their
losses.
had
tions
their
of
troops
gave
in
Berlin
today
the
German
trainmen
is
he
that
army
suggested by
may This option at the climax of the war
tion behind Rheims, but were unablo guard along the ' Ourcq continued.
a
and
at
Mons,
before,
fortnight
official
report:
have been thrown out when the train excitement sold up to $1.32.
Thig
"The British corps, overcoming out the following
t- hold it. In the Argonne region
frcm reports received the order to re- struck the curve
Press Report
the morning the prices declined to fLlSVi- "The German crown prince has capbeyond
be- some resistance on the Tetit Morln,
just
the
toward
north
back
turned
they
London, Sept. 14. The official press treat, when so close to Paris, was r bridge. However, his body was so
of the tured the enemy's fortified position
yond the forest of Belnoune and be- crossed the Marne in pursuit
bureau
issued the following statement bitter disappointment From letters badly mangled that little doubt was
bom
now
Is
and
Verdun
of
southwest
WANT NEW HEARING
Germans, who now were hastily
yond Traincourt
found on dead soldiers there is no left that he had struck the
tills
outer
afternoon:
the
with
The
artillery
our
heavy
of
bridge.
barding
Sept.' 14. Secretary
northwards. One
Washington,
"On the right wing the retreating
"The following feport is complied doubt that there was a general Im- train was running fast at that
south.
the
to
decommerce
forts
Clarke
the
of
lying
interstate
obstinate
an
in
point
was
movement of the Germans
delayed by
general corps
"A battle is in progress between frtm information sent from the head- pression among the enemies that they
announced
commission
late
rear
fense
today
guard
made
by"
the
to
Yesterday
Vosges.
from Nancy
a quarters of Field Marshal Sir John were about to enter Pans.
SHOT FROM AMBUSH
that the railroads had given formal
y
with machine guns at La Ferte Sous Paris and the river Marne over
evening French territory in this
commander-in-chie- f
On Tuesday, September 8, the Ger
of the
125 kilometers,
stretching French,
Pueblo, Cola, Sept 14. Ambushed notification, that they would petition
had been completely evacuated. Juarre, which occupied the bridge that front of
on the man movement nortneast wards was and shot down as he walked home- to
0
forces
British
where
west
expeditionary
in
the
Nanteulla
from
ThursOn
had been nearly destroyed.
reopen the advance rate question.
The continent, under date of September 11 : continued. Their rear guards on the ward along the railroad tracks late The commission denied the roads' ap
to
forces
are,
Vitry.
sixth
English
the
French
10,
day
September
British Operations
"'A summary of the operations of south of the Marne were being press- test night, Alex Howard, 40 years old, plication for a flat increase of 5 per
on the crown prince's army is separated from
London, Sept 14. Important details army continued its pressure
the
ArBritish army In France, was here ed back to the river by our troops and a laborer, was slain and his body toss- cent in freight rates, but allowed cerbattle by the forest of
of the operation of the British army west, while the fifth army, by forced the main
issued
crown
the
by the war office on the sixth by the French on our right, the latter ed into a clump of weeds. The body tain increases.
armies
of
In France are contained In a report marches, reached the line of Chateau gonne. The
Another report stated to be cfipturing three villages after a hand- - was found today while boys were
instant.
Von
General
and
Bavaria
of
Marne.
on
the
prince
which the war office issued this after- Thierry and Dormans,
of further operations was
fight and the infliction oT se-- playing in the vicinity. Two bullets
TOO BIG A FINE
"Our troops also continued the pur Heeringen are in formal battle near incomplete,
noon.
were
on the enemy.
loss
issued from the bureau on Saturday
were found when the coroner held an
San Francisco, Sept. 14. On tea
"When the German army began its suit on the north of the latter river the upper Moselle.
A Brave
autopsy. There is no known motive ground that a fine of $15,000 a dav la
"James W. Gerard, the American r.lght the twentieth instant.
eastward movement to cut the French find after a considerable amount of
"
10 a small party un-- for the crime.
"On
Is
more
to
it
September
give
possible
ont
an excessive penalty, Judge Maurice
'Today
to Germany, has given
center," according to General French, fighting captured some 1,500 prisoners, ambassador
aer a
officer was
British
movements
of
the
T. Dooling of the United Slates dispositive
to
the
peran
Interview
60
denying
press
four guns, six machine guns and
"I was Ignorant of the British im
and of the French armies in cut off and surrounded. After a des
BELGIANS WILL PROTEST
forces
court issued a permanent injuno
trict
States
United
the
that
sistent
reports
wagons.
as a factor in the armies. The transport
It was decided to go
resistance
account
touch
It.
14
with
perate
This
immediate
Washington,
tion
Sept
Secretary
that
to
the
today restraining United State
allies;
join
al'.ies began a general advance on Sep"Many of the enemy were killed or was preparing
from data received from cn fighting .to the end. Finally the Bryan announced late . today on re Attorney General Webb and the tafa
is
minister
compiled
American
the
Mr.
numerous
thick
Whitlock,
the
and
tember 7 against the German rear woundei
officer and one han ceipt of a message from President railroad commosslon
from enfovir,;
the front and carries the operations
puard, which had been left along the woods which dot the country north of at Brussels, had attached the mayor
were
them
both
to
of
the
that
comm'ssion
fourth
left,
of
only
the
Wilson,
of the i i
the
tenth
being
Belgian
frcm
the
Sep
punishment
punitive
the
that
to
his
staff;
river Ourcq. The British army was the Marne are filled with German of Brussels
wounded.
which ' has come to this countrv to line account proposed by the. Inst !
both days inclusive.
tcmber,
at
raised
been
had
American
to
Most
them
of
Telnforced. The Germans began a re- stragglers.
appear
flag
"'It will be remembered that the "The Germans came np and shouted protest against alleged German atroc islature against the Associated
tirement on their right on the seventh. have been without food for at least Ghent; that the Tuckertown Incident
posit'on of our troops on Sun to them: Lay down your arms.' The ities, "will he received at. the White Line company, a subsidiary of tb
discrimination
general
was
against
unfriendly
It was the first time they had turned two days.
House Wednesday aftrruDon.
cr
Fninhern Pac-(Continued on Page Four)
Amday, September 6, was stated to be
"rack since the battle of Mons.
"Indeed, in this area of the opera- - Germany and that he is advising
Havas
Sept. 14. A
Paris,
agency dispatch from Petrograd
says that the Germans are sending Important reinforcements to
the fortress of Memel (the north-ermotown of the German emon
the Baltic, 72 miles north-eapire
of Koenigsberg). The Russian Imperial council is examining the laws for the administra
tion of conquered Prussian and
Austrian territory.
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E. Rosenwald & Son

52 years in the same location, and under same management

E. Rosenwald & Son

i
1

I

Our Fifty Second Anniversary
Tomorrow Morning at 9

are celebrating the close of our 52nd year in Las Vegas with a
and MONEY SAVING SALE. The items listed here
are goods you will have to buy this fall, and we are making price
NOW. New items will
concessions to get you to buy them here-A- ND
be added every day, so watch our announcements on this page.

WE

Souvenir Plate Free
To the first 150 people making- purchases when the store
-

opens at 9 o'clock Tuesday morning we will give a beautiful
Souvenir Hate Free. The supply of these plates is limited
so be here when the store opens and you will be presented with

i

Outing Flannel 9c yard

Heavy Outing
wish.

in solid colors, checks, stripes, etc.

Buy ail you

10 yds. American Prints, 58c
(

io yards to a customer)

15c Children's Ribbed Hose, 9c pr
A rattling good School Hose, in black only.

ART GOODS
15c Pure Linen
Cluny Lace 9c yd

J,

mmm

wi Cfto Dmltm

No.

IB-k-

w

.to. md

Greatest Offer Ever Made
To introduce Collingboume's Artzilk to
women who desire something bitter, at the
same price they've been accustomed to paying for ordinary Bilk floss, we are giving,
absolutely frm, with every purchase of six
skeins of Artzilk, a handsome Lintex Library Table Scarf.
The scarf is handsomely designed and
artistically tinted ready to be embroidered.

To Secure One of These
Attractive Scarf

simply purchase today six skeins of Colling-bourn- e
s fast color superior lustre ArUtiik

A nice assortment of pure
linen Cluny Laces for Art
to
work. Regular ' 12
15c yard. Anniversary
Sale price .

9 cents yard
$7.50 Battenburg
lunch cloths 53.58
54-inc-

h

Cloths in several different
patterns. Buy these during
this sale at less than half

S3.58

at regular retail price of

25 Cents

Battenburg Lunch

All

sizes and colors of
D. M. C.

lere is a line of stylish, warm Coats that will be an object
of admiration of every woman. The styles include Balmac-cain- s
and plainer cuts. The materials are heavy woolen coat-

The colors are :

ings, and the colors are

RUSSIAN GREEN
NAVY
COPENHAGEN
LIGHT BLUE
BROWN
RED
WHITE

BLACKS

i
ROSE
PINK
LAVENDER
TAN
PASSIFLORE

--

'

Anniversary Sale Price

$4.28

Here is a Talcum Powder fit for every use. A trial

.48

New Fall Dresses and Suits will call for new petticoats. These Petticoats are pure silk mescaline, in
every wanted color.

Sale Price $1.48

$1.50 Jacquard
Petticoats, sale price

98c

Jacquard weave cotton and silk Petticoats in every
wanted color. See window display of these Petticoats.

8

39c Bedroom Slippers, 23c
A nice, comfy, house slipper, carpet soles, turkish top.

Bed Slippers, 10c pair
Foot warmers, all colors, heavily fleeced.

Kid Gloves

drawn border ; an extra good item for a school
Sale price

6 for
25 cents

. .

Those exceptionally good
Kid
Gloves, in black, white,
tan and grey; all sizes.
Although all Kid Gloves
are advancing in price we
offer, you these at the remarkable price of

quality

$1.18 Pair
Laa Veaa'LoadingS'toro
SI

$1.25 Cotton Blankets for 98c
Good grade cotton Blankets, good size, in white or
grey. A bargain for

Established

$1.61

$1.50 Two Clasp

for

.

98c

98c

Hand finished, good quality and weight; all sizes.

Women's white lawn Kerchiefs, hemstitched,

Kerchief.

&4Uj

$1.25 Merode Union Suits, 98c

l-- 3c

Kerchiefs

HJ

1098

Heavy cotton Blankets, full size (68x84) m white, tan or
grey. Blanket time is now here better take advantage of this
sale and buy a new pair at February prices. Anniversary Sale

Anniversary Sale price

9 cents

Petticoats, each at

and

$2.25 Heavy Cotton Blankets $1.67

lb can Talcum Powder, 9 cents

$2.50 Messaline

'"

x ff

:

buy early at the selections will be better.

DARK RED
BROWN
DARK BLUE
BLACK

$31

W

';.

,.

BLACK AND WHITE COMBINATIONS
BEAUTIFUL PLAIDS

:

will show its quality.

:

This is an opportunity you really cannot afford to miss

BLACK

89c yard

1

. .

1

$4.28
$7.50 WOOL CREPE DRESSES
These Dresses are made of wool crepe in a very neat and
Anniversary
Incoming style. They have long tunics that extend nearly to
the bottom of the skirt; the collars and cuffs and white. Colors
Sale Price
are

Children's $4.50 io $10.00 Coats $3.98
A nice lot of Children's Coats in all sizes and all good colors.
This is an extra bargain as we wish to close this particular lot
.". . .
out. Anniversary Sale price

$15 Fall Coats

We are offering you here a special quality,
Messaline, that's an unusual value
for $1.25 yard.

98

Anniversary Sale Price

2c

Women' $12.50 to

yard-wid- e

alike.

J--

THE LOT

89c yard

-

12

20 pounds Granulated Sugar
50 pounds U. S. Patent Flour
7 bars Ivory Soap
20 pounds Potatoes
ro pounds Pure Lard
6 cans Tomatoes

If

$1,25 Yard Wide Messalints

There's no reason why you should delay in buying a new
Fall Suit. By buying early you not only get the extra wear
but help to set the style.
These Suits are made of all wool serges and poplins in
two styles Redingote and Cossack. The colors are:
- RUSSIAN GREEN
DARK BLUE
DARK BROWN
BLACK
While (lie general style is the same, no two Suits are exactly

If

'

every day--

Be Here Every Day

$21.50 to $23.50
Redinjjote Suits .
7

There isn't an item in this assortment you do not need

you miss this sale you will be the
loser as well as we so make your preparations to

NIGHT.

and closes SATURDAY

FREE

it

Grocery Specials

SALE IS FOR FIVE DA YS OM I

one with your purchase.

t

0' Clock

1862

u

S Sm
J

a
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Remember the Benefit

Thursday
SEPTEMBER 17
ALL RECORDS

CONSTRUCTION
BROKEN
IS PROGRESSING RAPIDLY
ON THE SAN DIEGO FAIR

"WORK

GROUNDS

San DiegoJ Sept. 14. Construction
records at the San Diego exposition
grounds have been broken by the rapidity of work on the Sacramento valley building, which stands at the
north end of the Plaza de Panama.
It required only two weeks and two
days to do the excavating and the
Immediwooden construction work.
'was
made
start
the
afterward
ately
in the placing of staff and plaster,
end the entire structure should be
completed shortly after the smaller
edifice of Alameda and Santa Clara

Blood Sufferers

THE ARMORY-

-- AT"

counties. Just off the .other end of can be done in the air."
the Plaza. The wijoden work of the
Appeman's monoplane was the last
latter building required exactly a of that type to reach this country,
as a week after It left France the
war
became inevitable and no more
nearly as great was made
with the state buildings of Washing- aeroplanes were allowed to leave. It
ton, Utah and Montana, on which the is the same type of monoplane in
surface Is now going. All three build- which Roland Garros was killed In
on a German
ings are on the state plateau lying be- his theatrical charge
the
after
owning of the
dirigible
of
New
just
tween the completed building
Mexico, one of the Interesting struc- war between Germany and Austria and
tures on the grounds, and the big the allies,
Y. W. C. A. Building
music pavilion on whico, by reason
was broken for the Young
Ground
of its permanent character, work s
association build
Christian
Women's
more
Much
of
the
fiowly.
moving
tile work on the imposing t'.ver of ing on the grounds of the Panamaon
International
Pacific
exposition
the California sta.j ouildiii&, just
within the west gate and overlooking Tuesday, August 25. Prominent men
the Canyon Cabrillo, Is complete and and women workers from all parts of
the scaffolding will be down within the country had a part in the services. The. site Is one of the most ata short time.
and desirable on the expositractive
Meanwhile installation Is progrestion grounds, inside the floral wall
buildat
the
Southern
Counties
sing
and to the left of the main entrance
ing, the outdoor exhibit adjoining
an outlook to the
which is one of the most interesting at Scott street, with
on the great Palace of Horticulwest
agricultural displays on the grounds,
to the east of Festival Hall, the
notably the model citrus orchard with ture,
it
beautiful
south gardens borde-'nits growing oranges, lemons, kumquat
and
Lecture
on
north.
the
ussembly
and other citrus fruits, and the intensive farm modeled after tho best halls, rest rooms, quick lu:i.:h, dining
and mo ion
small area farms of the west. The and banquet rooms,
theater where films shoving asmural work now proceeding In the
all over the world a're
San Joaquin valley building is en- sociation work
members and their
of
use
for free
tirely of the tarm products of that
The six hundred and twenty-eigfriends.
section,, wisps of golden grain in
thousand members have all
symmetrical
design clamped to a
invited.
been
background of black cloth. Festoons
of the best fruits of the valley will
"SPARTACUS" COMING
hide the steel girders from sight. The
It is doubtful whether any photo- formal dedication of the building has
been postponed until the close of the drama has ever been so elaborately
harvest season, by which time the staged as "Spartacus," George Kleine's
exhibits will be almost entirely latest and greatest marvel In motion
photography. Magnificent Interior and
placed.
a
sumptuous exteriors representing
Aviator Tries for Record
vast monetary expenditure are screen
Ralph Appeman, the young aviator
subdiwho contracted to fly from. New York ed throughout the eight parts,
vided into three acts, of this stupendto San Diego in seven days, one-sixth time required by the only cross- ous achievement.
Rome and Turin, the actual locali
country flight yet made, has gone to
ties of the story of the revolt of the
New York to get his Morane-Saulnie- r
against Roman domain, of
monoplane (120 horse power) ready gladiators
which
photodramatlcally
"Spartacus"
for the start of the flight in Decemrelates In such a canning and fascinat
ber, planning, with allowance for bad
are the locale of the various
weather, to arrive at the exposition ing way,
hundred persons
scenes. Seventy-flv- e
about
Christmas
day.
grounds
and posed for thiB marvelous
acted
is entirely confident of
A)peman.
motion picture classic. The various
success, pointing to the extraordinary
roles are played by actors of
leading
flights made by the French aviators
and
ability and the characters
feeling
using that same monoplane and en- are said to be very realistic. This
gine, among them. the two-daflight
visualization
of 1,890 miles. This Is vastly longer absorbingly Interesting
of love and liberty is announced as
than the records made with American
the attraction at the Browne theater
machines.
for Wednesday, September 16.
"I could reach San Diego in four
days and a half, I believe," said ApRoth Traverse City and Boyne Cly
peman. "The seven day allowance
have
been dropped from the Michmakes it an easp trip, although nothState
league circuit. The league
gan
ing of the sort could be done with
finish
w'll
the season with four clubs,
any American' machine. The exposiLud'hgton,
Muskfgon, Cadillac and
tion at San Diego is to show the
world what the canal will do for the luanlslee.
west. Well, I'll show San Diego what

BISHOP HUGHES IS

FAVOfilTEiTH

MEN

Bishop Hughes, the noted Methodist
Episcopal divine, who is to lecture at
the Normal auditorium tomorrow evening, is one of the foremost platform
speakers in the I'nited States. His
lecture will be free to the public, and
it is desired by Rev. E. C. Anderson,
who induced the bishop to stop here
on his way to Albuquerque to attend
the state conference, that a large number of people hear him. The lecture
would be well worth a substantial admission fee.

president of tho
behalf of the board of
directors, has announced that Secretary P. H. LeNoir has presented his
resignation, giving ill health as the
cause.'and that the board, regretting
the necessity that led Mr. LeNoir to
take the step, has accepted it
The directors, both as a board and
Individually, express the highest appreciation of the work of Mr. LeNoir
during his two years of Incumbency,
end nave endeavored to find some
way by which he might continue his
labors for the association and recoup
his health at the same time. In the
summer, with this end in view, Mr.
T.cNoir, took over the active manages
ment of the association's camp In
canyon, and was much benefitted by the open air life, but he still
feels that he is not in the physical
condition that would carry him over
another winter's campaign in tne city
with the vigor that should be injected
ir.to it.
Mr. LeNoIr's plans are somewhat
undecided, he says, but he probably
will spend from six months to a year
In the mountains, away from all active
vork, feeling, as he puts it, that it is
most incumbent upon him to
his health before the enters into
Mr. Le-- any business arrangement.
Noir, who has been in Y. M. C. A.
work for eight years, has made a host
of friends in Las Vegas, and all who
know him and have heard rumors of
hU approaching removal, express the
greatest sympathy for him because of
Ms shattered health.
The board of directors have secured
the services of L. C. Scatterday, of the
Denver association, and Mr. Scatterday will arrive here about September
2i).
He has been conducting the sum
mer school of the Colorado city's Y.
M. C. A. at Estes Park, and comes to
Lar Vegas highly recommended.

The mere fact that 8. S. S., the famous
Is a
blood purifier, drives out disease
world's story, a topic of conversation wherever men get together.
They wonder why, simply because most
Temedies are mystified and put beforo them
The facts are that we
as "dlsccerles."
pay too much attention to possibilities and
sot enough to real, homespun accomplishment. S. S. S. Is a remedy of our fathers.
Jt has a history that is written deeply In
men's minds because It has done the work,
driven out deep seated disease, revived
hope, put the O. K. on appearance and
lampcd down tight any effort of germs
to get the upper hand. Any sore spot on
the skin Is an Immediate demand for
S. S. 8. since the first principle of this
famous remedy Is to strike out for places
fact
of trouble. This Is a physiological
and 8. S. S. Is true to the workings of
our body.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. today at any
druggist and begin blood health. It will
master any blood disease and do It In a
And If
way to emphasize Its influence.
you would like definite advice write The
Swift Specific Co., 56 Swift Bidg., Atlanta,
Their medical department Is where
(la.
most people first seek advice that puts
them on the straight road.

y
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The

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

area

while

ALBERTA,
IDAHO,

Bishop.

MAJOR

MACKENZIE

BRITISH

COLOMBIA, COLORADO,
OREGON, TEXAS,
WASHINGTON AND WYOMING.
NEVADA,

MONTANA,

SASKATCHEWAN,

UTAH,

$30.00 m S37.75
Through Tourist Sleeper

Tickets on Sale Daily,

Daily Service

September 24th to October
8th, 1914.

Unexcelled

LIBERAL STOP PRIVILEGES

OTHER SPECIAL RATES:
ATLANTA,

GA.,

and Account

return

of

Churches
N.

MAXWELL,

M

and return

$4.10
N.

SPRINGER,

M.f

oif

Tickets on Sale Oct

general

convention

$53.-7- 5

of

the

Christ

Account of

Tickets on sale Sept.

Pumpkin

pie and Baked Squash

16,

day

limit Sept. 18th, 1914.

24, 25, 26.

Mexlco Fair- -

$5.35
N.

ALBUQUERQUE,

M, and return

$QmQC

Account Convention of Tickets on sale Sept.
27
30, inclusive. FinNational Sunday al toreturn
limit Oct. 3,
School of New Mexico. 1914.

For other information call on D. L. Batchelor, Agent

Suction Cleaner

ty

tory electric sweeper on the market

and satisfac-

It is as its name Implies, absolutely

simple; there are no complicated parts, nothing to get out of order.
in every room.

the

It weigh

In

design, It will do

the

only

Yet while it

ten pounds and attaches to any lighting fixture or socket

work of a big

vacuum cleaner costing three or four times as much money.

Own a

5,pe.M

A demonstra-

and you are assured of two things

abso-

lute sanitation of your home and freedom from drudgery of sweeping. You
';':.::;::;s;M

-
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I. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

M

M
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'Or

M
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w.

HATDOH
KELLY
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. ,. rreslttent
Tie president
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Treat
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Interest PeJd On Deposits

alt

'

&

the San Miguel National Bank

'-

we have

Las Vegas Light

$30,000.00

Q.

will be

y

LET US DFMONSTRATE IT.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS. BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

broom-slaver-

We have whittled the price down to the lowest point;

paying at

DEPOSITS

ON

and the hours of

made the terms of purchase so easy that you will hardly know you are

Vice-Preside- nt

INTEREST PAID

and your family will be healthier;
over.

D. T. Hofkins, Cashier.

irar

MaJ. Gen. Colin John MacKenzie,
former chief of the general staff and
first military member of the militia
council of Canada, has taken the field
with the British forces

1914.

4th, 1914.

PAID IN

8URPLUS
I100.000.M

Final return

Tickets on sale Sept.
to Oct 3, inclusive.
Final return limit Oct.

tion will prove this.
CAPITAL

return

29

is the most practical, efficient

You can use

Final

Account Colfax County Tickets on sale Sept.

and Accouui iior.iiern New

return

The

Iff

17.

limit, Sept. 28th,

M,

return

limit Oct, 17th, 1914.

$3.00
RATON, N.

Final

3, 4, 5.

Fair- -

and return

Is light, portable, and simple

GENERAL

ARIZONA,

MEXICO,

Makes Child's Play of Cleaning Day.

the latter

presides in Bishop Hughes' area. This
is accordance with the plan adopted
by the last general conference which
provides for sucli an exchange one
year out of the quadrennlum. He will
probably give us his great lecture
The Biography of a Boy," or some
thing equally Interesting. No admis
sion fee will be charged and it is hoped that the Normal auditorium will be
packed to hear this popular Methodist

ISO

George II. KInkel,

Y. M. C. A., on

"The Methodist Calendar" for yesterday says of the bishop:
Bishop Edwin H. Hughes who is to
lecture here next Tuesday evening, is
one of the most popular of the bishops
of the Methodist Episcopal church.
He has more of the appearance of a
wideawake business man than a min
ister. Perhaps this is why he has always been a special favorite with the
men and greatly In demand as a speak
er at Y. M. C. A. conferences, educational conventions and on the lecture
platform. While quite a young man
Although a pennant winner the Bel- he" gained an enviable 'reputation as a
ton club of the Middle Texas league
some
in
the
churches
of
great
pastor
in the east. Then he was elected finished the season 5,000 to the bad
president of De Pauw University, one
of the foremost educational institutions of the Methodist church. "While
serving the church in this capacity he
attracted the attention and gained the
confidence of the whole church. This
led to his election to the episcopacy
in 1908. His episcopal area comprises
Ohio-Simplicithe states of California, Arizona and
Nevada but this fall he is presiding
at the conferences in Bishop McCon-nell'- s
episcopal

i 4 v ii fi JtA

H. HUGHES

FREE

CALIFORNIA

Gal-lina-

-

The Light is Turned on to k
Subject of Darkness.

Y. H. C. A. SECRETARY
GIVES ILL HEALTH AS THE REA-SODENVER MAN WILL
SUCCEED HIM

pic-tur-

LADIES

One Way Colonist Excursions to

NOTED DIVINE WILL LECTURE TOMORROW EVENING AT THE
NORMAL

g
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A
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-
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PADGETT....

systemTlf laid down In Europe, would
cover all of the district affected by
the war' and a great deal more. If the
Santa JFv's terminal, Chicago, were
laid down In Russia, 600 miles northeast of St. Petersburg, San Francisco
would Tall on about the location occupied by London in the British Isles.
Kansas City, Galveston, Wichita and
other Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma and
Kansas towns, would fall in Russia,
while Denver and Colorado Springs
would, fall near the German-Russiaboundary on the Baltic Sea. Las Vegas would occupy a position about
where Germany, Austria and Russia
meet Oakland, California, would be
found in about the location of the big
baitle before Paris.
When it Is seen that one great
American railroad system would be
iblo to transfer troops for all the
armies engaged In the Europeau war,
one realizes the extent and greatness
of the United States. And he cannot
help being impressed, too, with the
greatness of the Santa Fe system.
Doubtless the road is thankful that
It Is located where It is, and not" In
Europe, as it probably gets all the excitement It needs from legislation and
regulation of the various states it
crosses, and does not need the con
flicting rules that doubtless would
make life strenuous for a railroad sub
ject to the regulation of numerous nations, in order to keep the minds of
its managing officials from growing
rusty from lack of uee.
n

Entered at the postoffies at East
baa Vegas, New Mexico (or trana-Klulo-a
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GREAT It AIL SYSTEM

made? Doubtless the business . department of the Journal often finds
Itself "long" or "short," or the circulation department ia reminded that
d
So
it has failed to credit Mr.
for the three months' subscription that
thg democratic campaign committee
has paid for. But, so far as The
Optic knows,' the Journal always has
been ready to . make good Ita mistakes, just as Mn, Hernandez did.
According to the Journal's statement, Mr. Hernandez made good the
error immediately upon discovering
ItL
Does not this show that he is
honest and trustworthy?
The Optic, after perusing the Journal's editorial hot shot, still finds Itself of the opinitm that Mr. Hernandez's record is olean and that he has
demonstrated his ability to transact
the duties of any office that may be
given him by the suffrage of the peo--j
It believes
pie or by appointment.
the Journal will have to produce
convincing than
something more
In order to conmere
vince the voters of the state Mr.
is unworthy of their suffrage.

in what it apparently believes to be
the broadsile of the campaign, the Al
liuquerque Morning Journal of yesterday declares that B. C. Hernandez, re
publican candidate for congressman
from Now Mexico, when treasurer of
Rio Arriba county marked as paid
$$23.09 In taxes when they were not
paid. Continuing the Journal says:
"Mr. Hernandez admitted these and
other shortages aggregating $1,183.09
and paid the same into the treasury
after demand had been made upon
him by the traveling auditor." .1;
The facts are these:
In the office of tne treasurer of
Rio Arriba county a mistake in bookkeeping was made b'' one of the dep
uties. When it was discovered by
Mr. Hernandez he ordered it correct

The Santa Fe Railway company has
prepared for distribution a "War Map
of Europe and Peace Map of the Santa
Io System." For purposes of comparison, the map is an excellent piece
of work, and one who scans it cannot
i it be
proud of his native land. The ed.
i :. p demonstrates that the Santa Fe
Ia what establishment where

book- -

So-an-

g

Her-nand-

o

w AR
(Continued from Page One)
German commander, however, signalled to them to keep their arms and
then asked permission to shake hands
with the
officer,
who was carried off on his stretcher
with his rifle by his side.
"The arrival of reinforcements and
the continued advance have delighted
cur trops, who are full of zeal and
arxious to press on.
Aviators do Good Work
"One of the features of the campaign on our side has been the success obtained by the royal flying corps.
In regard to the collection of information, It Is Impossible either to award
tco much parts e to our aviators for
the way they have carried out their
duties or to overestimate the value of
the Intelligence collected, more especially during the recent advance.
"In due course certain examples of
what had been effected may be specified and the far reaching nature of the
results fully accomplished, but that

SEPTEMBER

14, 1914

time has not arrived.
"That the services of our flying
corps, which has really been on trial,
are fully appreciated by our allies Is
snown by the following message from
of the French
the commander-in-chie- f
army received September 9 by Field
Marshal Lord Kitchener:
"'Please express most particularly
to Marshal French my thanks for the
rendered on every day by the
English flying corps. The precision,
exactitude and regularity of the news
brought in b yits members are evl-dce of their perfect organization and
also of the perfect training of the
pilots and observers.'
"To give a rough Idea of the amount
of work carried out, it is sufficient to
mention that during a period of 20
d.'.vs up to the tenth of September, a
drily average of more than nine recon- noisBance flights o fover 100 miles
each has been maintained.
cr

of communication and retreat To
this end reinforcements were hurrhd
north to the Meuax district and to
Ourcq, and tremendous efforts were
made to break the French resistance
in this quarter, for Meaux Is to Paris
as Reading to London, The second attempt on the Ourcq shared the fate
of the first. Through all night and
well on to Tuesday the German guns
boomed along this river, the resist-- !
ance of the allies could not be broken.
'Hold,' was the command and every
man braced himself to obey. While
the Ourcq was being held the struggle of Sezanne was bearing splendid
fruit The German resistance on this
Thursday morning was broken.
"On Tuesday night the British wtr
in possession of La Ferete Sous
Jouarre and Chateau Thierry, anl the
Germans had fallen back 40 miles,
leaving a long train of spoils behind
them.
"On the same day, in the neighborthe French
hood of
troops achieved a splendid victory. On
Wednesday the English army continued the pursuit toward the north,
tailing guns and prisoners.
"The incidents of Wednesday will
astound the world when made known
in full. I kjnow that two German detachments of 1,000 men each were
surrounded and cornered, but upon
refusal to surrender, were wiped out
almost to the last man. The keynote
of these operations was the tremendous attack on the allies along the
Ourcq on Tuesday, which showed the
German commander that his lines

British Secure Crossings
London, Sept. 14. The official press
bureau this afternoon Issued the following statement:
"All day yesterday the enemy stubbornly disputed the passage of the
Aisene by our troops but in spite of
the difficulties of forcing the river fn
the face of a strong opposition, nearly
all the crossings were secured by sun-

set

"On our right and left, the French

troops were confronted with a similar
task in which, like ourselves, they
were successful. Many prisoners were
taken.
"It Is reported from the French prisoners that the German crown prince's
army had been driven back and that
he had moved his headquarters from
Siymenthould to Montfaucon."
Automobile stage line to Mora

tri-

weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice
3 a. m
Russian Advance Continues
arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
Paris, Sept. 14. In a dispatch from Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
F'etrograd to the Havas agency an of
one way, $3. Round trfp tickets good
ficial communication declares that
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
the Russian advance in Galicia is con-

tinuing.

T.be dispatch from Petrograd is as

fojlows:
"This official communication was
was given out by the general staff to,
day:
" 'It Is necessary to turn attention
to the theater-o- t war in Galicia, where
the development of our success continues. Up to the present time we
have been prevented from placing a
sufficient force in eastern Prussia to
continue the invasion so happily begun there. - It was for this reason
that the army under General Rennen-kamp- f
n
halted along the line from
south40
miles
Prussia
east
(in
east of Koenigsberg) to Libau.
"'German troops on September 9
took up a general offensive movement against this army, executing advance movements toward our southern frontier. It is difficult on account of the geographical obstruction
in this immediate territory to know
exactly how many of the enemy were
engaged. It was not until September
10, when the great attack on the left
wing of General Rennenkampfs army
was made that the numerical strength
of the army was revealed. They were
found to be much superior to our
Jforces. It Is along this line that the
battle now rages.'"
Ger-daue-

mm

SOLDIERS DID

NOT FEAR TO

DIE

REFUSAL TO SURRENDER,
THEY WERE SHOT DOWN,
1,000 PERISHING

UPON

London, Sept. 14. A Times correspondent who wires from five miles
south of Provine, In the department
of
aays:
"Monday saw a tremendous encounter on. the Ourcq. In one village,
which the Germans hurriedly vacated,
the French, in a large house, found
a dinner table beautifully set with
candles still burning on the table,
where evidently the German staff
had been diniing. A woman occupant
said they fled precipitately.
"There was a great deal of
fighting and bayonet work on
the Ourcq, which resulted in the
Madgeburg regiment beating a retreat.
"On. Monday
night General voin
Kluck's army had been thrown back
from the Marne and from the Morin
and to the region, of Sezanne and his
Immediate
position was secured.
steps were necessary to save a line

ONE

She Pajtel Rose

Pickard China
X"" y Jccorotcd with appropriate
. aesion
JSZr
'

iiiyfc

Selected China decorated In taste

in the famous studios of

"Pickard."

The most attractive tableware made.
See our new decorations.

TAUPERT'S
JEWELER

OPTICIAN

AND

came the
Then
were threatened.
crowning stroke.
"The army of the Ourcq and of
Meauz and the army of Sezanne drew
together like the blades of a pair of
shears, the pivot of which" was in the
The Gerregion of the Grand Morin.
man retreat was thus forced toward
the east and it cpeedily became a
rout."
Add the name of George Burns to
the list of players who have had the

extreme pleasure of smashing a homer
with the bases full. The Giant outfielder turned the trick against Brooklyn the other day.

BATTLESHIPS

GREAT

OF GERMANY'S

and Silver

Seine-et-Marn-

hand-to-han-

;

(w
'

-

rr

i

,

4

d

VY.

Inset is

firing a broadside.

One of the kaiser's powerful battleships
Admiral Paschwitz of the German navy.
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While in St. Louis, Chicago, Philadelphia and New York during the month of August, our buyer had the opportunity to observe what is be
up some very fine bargains, hosts of pretty things are here for your inspection. The store
ing shown in the latest wearing apparel and to pick will
and
the prices
agreeably surprise the most careful buyer. Your inspection is heartily Invited. We
is filled with lovely new merchandise
will try to make your visit pleasant as well as profitable.

THE PRETTIEST STYLES TO BE BROUGHT OUT THIS SEASON ARE BEING SHOWN..-- RIGHT NOW
First of the Fine Fall Suits
Striking New Fall Suits - Coats
for Young Women and Misses
and Dresses Claim Attention
'

And

the eye travels down a long line from the

waist deep front to the

three-quarter-

Broadcloth is satiny, beautiful shades predominates
there are plenty
among the smooth materials used-bu- t
of rough kinds too. Tete de negre, chocolate brown,
Russian Green and French, navy and carbean blue are
are some of the pretty colorfTiered skirts in several
new forms, coats short and lolrg)the use of braid in
these points
trim tailored style here and there-a- ll
'
a
give very distinguished and attractive air to the
i?i-srroun.
No two
suits alike.
'
0 '

length back

s

:new different distinctive, many are more uniform
in length, and some hold to cape - effects; but in
skirts these suits keeps unanimously to the tunic
in some iotmfr6f a simulation thereof. Here they

soft and rich, with collars that
stay close to the throat in the back, and with elaborate trimmings that utilize cords and
vets braids and buttons,
are?

Ueep-tone- d.

pill111

Pricca $15 to $C2.50
Skirts

Lre

Ready

Pay Day Specials

Day Specials

Yards

10

20 Yards

Extra Heavy
Outing Flannel
Light Patterns

at

for

'2 OFF

89e

Good Quilting

Challies'
for
$1.00

TABLE. SPECIALS
have placed on this bargain table

BARGAIN

2

We
a big assortment of jMiddy Blouses,
L'r.en Skirts, WomWl Wash Dresses,
etc., your choice o fanythlng on the

Table

ONE-HAL-

OFFi;.

F

r

- -

r

1

1

mmm

'

89c

pair

per yard

per

19o

98c

pair

f-

-

x

Best Dress

$1.25 and $1.50

Ginghams

11c

Men's
Shirts
Best Madras and
Percales
each

(10 yds to a customer).

98c

;

Poplins :.,
In all Colors
Black and White
Mercerized

Pay Day Special
to to 6, per
to 8,

g

PRICED 010 to $12.30
25o

Sizes 2

S'z

The New Waists are Basques
And very pretty and piquant they are worn outside the skirt. One style of
plaid voile has a little rjirdle in the back and odd Collar and Cuffs. Others ;
aremainly Chiffon, gathered into very .wide, fjirdelsand finished wilt cape
collars. Everyday now we are (Jetting in more and more new styles.
:i

Children's Button
Shoes

Sizes

PHoqd $15 to $39,00

-

;

Sgq Thorn on the Second Floor
Pay

:r

T ,

mm i
.

Autumn Skirts of many kinds of cloths and in many combinations of materials, priced from $5 to $12.50. Some with
tunics, some in kilted styles and some as straight and simple
i
as possible.

Wash Dresses
for
Children's School
Wear
All Sizes

,,:
mmm
I

-

--

THE'

3T O RE Or

E.LASVECAS

27 Inch
-

per yard

QUALITY

n.m:

Autumn
Millinery
7

Your Choice

.

,

Autumn millinery, recognizing the su
premacy of black velvet and favor accorded satin, Is ready. Much that Is
all black and much that Is black and
white all In one fashionable assem
blage.

Spools Thread
Nos. 40 and 60
Black or White

for
25c
Merrick's

Thread

Only

PRICES

$2 lo $12.50

.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

a short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Van Houten and
little daughter are In the city for a
brief stay today, having come up from
their home In Shoemaker by automo
bile.
C E. "Candy" Jones of Pueblo is In
the city making a few business calls.
District Judge D. J. Leahy left last
night for Silver City, where he will
remain several days hearing the case
of the state of New Mexico vs. Cosper
for Judge Colin Neblett, who wag disqualified, , ( ,
Thomas Rosa, a sheep man of Oregon, Is in "the city with Mrs. Ross.
After remodeling their house at 1039
Eighth street they will be at home
there for the winter.
Bias Sanches of Wagon Mound,
member of the state legislature and
well known, .here, has gone to Roch
ester, Minm., where his son, Lee, is
to undergo a serious operation. Lee
has been in Rochester for several
days undergoing examination at the
hands of the surgeons. He is suffer
ing from an affection believed to be
caused from a growth on the interior
of the skull, which will be removed.
Should tile growth be found to be
upon the brain It is declared there is
little hope of saving the boy's life.
W. G. Haydon left last night for Ex
celsior Springs, Mo., where he will
remain for some time.
Dr. F. R. Lord left last night for
Santa Fe, where he was called on
business.
The wife and two daughters of Rev.
H. Whistler, who has accepted a
call to the puulpit of the Christian
tabernacle, arrived today, and are now
busily engaged In looking for a house
where the family jnay be domiciled
during its residence In Las Vegas.
Miss Lela Doughty left Saturday for
ada, Mo.,' where she will teach
chemistry and botany in Cottey college. Miss Doughty has the degrees
Is In the city for

PERSONALS
John Brunton of San Francisco Is
He
stopping at one of the local hotels.

1s on his way to Shoemaker to visit
his father, W. B. Brunton .
H. K. Aber of El Paso Is In the city
for a few days.
W. A. Wilson, Miss Cora J. Wilson
anil R. E. Libbly of Kune, N. H., are
the members of an auto party touring
the country which stopped over for a
short time in Las Vegas yesterday.
Miss Margaret Gross and Miss Madonna Hogan, who have been visiting
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kelly
this summer, Mrs. W. D. Kelly and
Harry Grant Kelly, left In a pany last
night for various eastern cities. Miss
Gross and Miss Hogan aTe returning
to their home in St. Louis, Mrs. Kelly
is en route to her home in Leaven'
worth, Kan., and Mr. Kelly is going to
college in New Jersey.
W. P. Southard left yesterday for
Trinidad, where he will remain a few
days on business.
Mrs. Lino Romero and baby left
yesterday for Denver, where they
will visit Mrs. Romero's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Juan Sllva.
Max Nordhaus of Albuquerque, general manager of the firm of Charles
Ilfeld, Is in the city on a short business visit
E. E. Brooksbank of Denver was
among yesterday's hotel arrivals.
G. W. Arnold of Denver arrived yesterday for a brief stay.
Mrs. Lewis Sachs, who has been visiting Mr, and Mrs. Charles Rosenthal
this summer, left today for her home
in Jonesboro, Ark.
J. B. Nail of Kansas City is stopping
at one of the local hotels.
F. C. Stevenson of San Francisco

.a

of A. B. and B.

S--

.

A GOOD

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1914.

3
St, Louis
2
Cincinnati
Batteries: Perdue, Bailee and
go; Schneider and Clark.

SPARRING

PARTNER FOR

Federal League
At Chicago
Buffalo

YORK

Western League
At Denver
Sioux

4

1

4

El
2

0

3

R. H. E.

Second Game
Sioux City

5

6

2

1 4
0
Denver .
Batteries:
Gasper and Murphy;
Morgan, Schreiber and Spahr.

Three Points
To consider In Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and! willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

Peoples Bank & Trust Company
Capital and Surplus $125,000.00

SALOON MAN ARRESTED
R. H. E.
At Topeka
5 8 2
14.r Frank
Trinidad, Colo., Sept.
Topeka 1 7 1 Monzole,
St. Joseph
proprietor of the "July
saloon near Aguilar,
Batteries: Reieigl and Tanneman; Twenty-ninth- "
declared in the report of he Las Ani
Vance and Schang.
mas county grand jury to have heen
R.H.E.
At Wichita
meeting place for strikers, who, it
4 8 0 is alleged planned disorders in the
D a Moines
0 3 1 Aguilar district, was today arrested
Wichita Thomas and Haley; and lodged In the county jail. One
Batteries:
of many charges against Memzole is
Lambert and Jones.
that of selling liquor to United States
R. H. E. soldiers. Four other strikers of the
At Lincoln
4 5 0 Aguilar district were arrested today
Lincoln
6 13 3 on grand jury bench warrants, IncludOmaha
Batteries: Dessau and Blackwater; ing E. M. Snyder, president of the
Aguilar local union.
Tipple and Zabaugh.
R. H. E.
Second Game
2 7
0
Lincoln
1 4 1
Omaha .
Smith and
Batteries:
Goon.ey,
Blackburn; Crabb and Zabaugh,

t

-

i

IMPORTS OF

BOBBY YORK
Of Santa Fe, who will meet Pepe Gal--

legos at the Armory September

R. H. E.
8 12

City

12 15 3
Denver
Batteries: Klein, Doyle, Clark and
Crisp; Harrington and Block.

'1

'-

o

Chicago
Second Game
R. H. E,
5 9 2
Buffalo
7 10 2
Chicago
Batteries:
Anderson, Schultz and
Lavigne, Blair; Brennau and Wilson.

The principals in the mil that will
be pulled off at the armory on the
night of September 21 will both begin training at the armory on Wed
nesday. The articles under which the
contest will be fought have been eign- td, and nothing now remains but for
the boys to get themselves into the

....

R.H.

'

BOXER
WILL
BRING CHARLIE
SHORT OF SPRINGFIELD,
MO., HERE

"4-

6 1
7 2
Win- -

24.

KNOCKS ON UNIONS
Los
Calif., Sept. 14.
Angeles,
best possible shape to give the fains
H Rice, owner of a
the worth of their money in the short

Irwin
job
printing shop who says he twice has
escaped violence at the hands of labor
sympathiers by "displaying a gun" assailed the ewalkin delegate today In
testifying before the federal Industrial
relations commission.
On the occasion of a strike in his
plant, he said he had seen a walking
delegate offer a good workman $300
in gold to join with the union, and
five of seevn of his unionized employes wept when they were ordered on
strike.
"1 am opposed to an organization
that employs striking, boycottong.and
picketing to enforce its demands,
by Vo 'education aL, crew'
with brass knckles and gas pipe," he
said.

You Will Find

OTSTAL BUTT

'1

THE

the best in all

MANUFACTURERS

non-unio- n

YOUR
SUIT--

time left.
Bobby York, who is somewhat of
an idol of Santa Fe writes enthusi
astically of the go, and says he will

be in the best possible condition he
has ever enjoyed. He is bringing, as
sparring partner, Charlie Short of
Springfield, Mo., a featherweight who
has been' in many contests and who
founght Young Duran of this city to
draw recently. It is figured that
he may arrange a match while here
for a later date.
Pepe Gallegos of Mora, the man In
the other corner, has been in so many
fights that he has stopped counting
them, una tnerr"emef
25c
just now is the fact that he has not
2 5c taken the count In any.
The boys will fight at catch weights
25c
between 155 and 1G0 pound.

DELICATESSEN

,

AT THE
For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.

5,10X25"

We have a complete line of for-

eign and domestic suitings,

g

com-prisin-

Fresh Limburgcr Cheese lb
5 lbs Green Tomatoes
4 lbs Sweet Potatoes
1 lb Fresh Horse Radish Root.. .20c
25c
'3 lbs Fresh Tomatoes
1 lb White Velvet Okra
20c
3 Bunches Dill.
:....25c

all the latest weaves, and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

1

,11,

IS.

STORE

LEWIS
Jewish New Year Cards

TAILOR
1 dz. Assorted Cards 52c

:

New
InOgg
Make It a point to see the New Coats,
Suits and Dresses at
,

The Golden Rule Store
Our reputation for good goods
lower prices Is well established.

91
$191,90

..3

'

'

L

Ladles' Coats

'Tiiese ' are "priced" at from $3.98 iup.
" (Variety 'xk 'coforV'ebmbinatins, mater
and.it
dais and styles
will pay you to see "whax an" efegant
coat may be had at $7.90 to $12.75, the
prices that are within reach of most

I.

here-fou-

Schaikt,

j

gives you wonderful

Dresses

"

j.
,.r
Suit values.
j

v

i

Space does not permit of muoh description,! but be assured that
there Is variety, newness,
style, etc- Messalime,
Charmeuse, Crepe de Chene, Wool Materials, etc. Prices Right as
Usual.

National League
At Chicago
.'
Pittsburgh
Chicago - .
Harmon and
Batteries:
Cheney and Archer.

-

R. H. E.
0
2

I

T.C. .Pen n e i7- - Co-I-

n

c

J

Louis

0

R. H. E.

-

10

.,- -4

LAST MOMENTS WITH, BABY

3

'-

V

-

ffl

M

w

JA

rw-r- -

Cincinnati .
Batteries: Doak and WIngo; Douglas and Gonzales.
British sergeant answering mobili
R. H.E. sation ca'L with hU little daughter.
Second Game
.
3

1

3
4

Gibson;

At Cincinnati

St

The Pittsburgh Pirates will ham to
(ravel some from now on to keep up
Fred Clarke's record of finishing In
the first division every season since
hn took charge of the Piratical band.

J

At St. Louis
R.H.E.
7 6
.St. Louis
-.0
1
5 8 1
Cleveland Batteries:
Baumgardner and Ag-new; Mitchell and O'Neill.
Second Game
R. H. E
3 10
1
Cleveland
3 8 1
St Louis
Batteries: . Coumbe and Bassler;
James and Agnew.

nd

'

'

Ladies1

.
American League
At Chicago
R. H. E.
4 8
1
Detroit - -- 1
i
10 2
Chicago - Batteries1 Oldham, Cavat and Stan
age, iD Baker; Benz, Russell and

$1.98, $2.98, $3.98, $4.98 and Up
11

Ladles' Suits
to

YESTERDAY'8 RESULTS

at

Children's and Misses' Coats

purses.

$9.90

SEVERAL LIVES LOST
St. Joseph, Mo., Sejt. 15. Several
lives are believed to have been lost
WEEKLY SPORT CALENDAR
when the government boat Aratheusa
Monday
Tournament for women's national sank In the Missouri river here late
golf championship opens at Glen this afternoon. A number of workmen are known to have been on board
Cove, N. Y.
Tournament for Ohio state tennis aDd all have not been accouted for.
championships opens at Cleveland.
Opening of Grand Circuit meeting
at Detroit.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Opening of Lake Erie trotting cir
cuit meeting at Washington, Pa.
'Kid" Williams vs. Louisiana, six
rounds at Philadelphia.
Washington, Sept. 14, Senate: Met
Tuesday
11 a, m.
at
Tennis tournament for intercollegi
The
filibuster on the river and har
ate championships opens at Philadelbors bill wag resumed.
phia.
House; Met at noon
Saturday
Before Us agricultural committee
Senior metropolitan track and field
David Lubq advocated a national
champions at Celtic Park, N. Y.
system for handling ot
Motor boat races for American marketing
farm
products.
championship and Wrigley; trophy be
On the floor District of Columbia
gin at Chicago.
legislation was debated.

9

1

DECREASE

SEASONS

DURING THE PAST FISCAL YEAR
AMERICANS USED HOME
MADE STUFF
14. Europe,
Sept.
Washington,
which in recent years has supplied
about 70 per cent of the manufactured
goods imported Into the United States,
showed, in the fiscal year which ended June 30, 1914, a smaller gain in its
contributions Qf general merchandise
than any other grand division except
Africa! "According to official figures
of the department of commerce, im
ports from Europe were three million
dollars greater than in the previous
year, compared witn a gain of five
million in imports from South America, five million in those from Oceania, ten million la those from Asia,
65 million in those from North Amer
ica, and a loss of seven million in
those from Africa. France, Italy,
Spain
Germany, Switzerland and
showed gains, while the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Russia were
among the important European countries the imports from, which decreased during the past year.
The character of goods imported
from "Europe has been the subject of
so many inquiries reaching the b
reau of foreign and domestic commerce that the following summarization has been prepared by that office
showing the principal manufactures
and manufacturing material for- its
chief supply of which: the United
States has usually looked to Europe.
Considering the seven countries which
contribute 85 per cent by value of
all goods Imported from Europe, it Is
found that they furnished last year
the classes of merchandise specified
in each case. Certain of the articles
mentioned below1 as Imported from
Europe are derived from other parts
of the world, this being true of tobacco, spices and tin from the Dutch
and other East Indies, diamonds from
SoutM Africa, wool from New Zea
land,' Australia, Asia and South Amer
ica, rubber from the Bast Indies-anotberj tropical countries and tea frota
India, China and Japan.
England
Imports from England included
nearly 20 million dollars' worth, of
cotton goods, comprising 36 million
yards of cloth, five million pounds of
yarn and nine million dollars' worth
of laces and edgings; nine million dol
lars' worth of chemicals, among
which were 34 million pounds of
bleaching powder, 37 million pounds
of ammonium sulphate, ten million
pounds of glycerin, two million dol
lars' worth of coal tar products, and
considerable amounts of acids, gums
and opium; 48 million pounds of
crude rubber, 48 million pounds of
hides and skins, 12 million dollars'
worth of Iron and steel, such as cut
'
lery, machinery, etc., 53 million
75
million pounds
pounds of block tin,
of wool, 14 million pounds of tea, and
miscellaneous manufactures, such as
chinaware, linens, gloves, linoleum,
precious stones and silk and worsted

goods.

Germany
Germany is pur chief source for imported chemicals, Its contributions
thereof exceeding 20 million dollars'
value. Last year's imports Included
coal tar preparations, alizarin, aniline salts, indigo, potash, quinine and
other drugs to the value of 21 million.
Other important articles were 13 mil
lion dollars' worth of cotton goods
one million tons of potash salts, used
150 million
largely as fertilizers;
pounds of wood pulp, 35 million
pounds of palm and palmi kernel oil,
eight million dollars' worth of toys,
and numerous manufactures, including machinery, cutlery, antifriction
balls, gloves, silks, paper goods and
clover and sugar beet seed. Certain
food products were " also imported
from Germany In large quantities, the
leading items being 65 million pounds
of rice flour, seven million pounds of
crude cocoa and two million dollars'
worth of spirits, wines and malt li
quors.
France ' v"
France Is the largest source of our
imported silk goods, art works, auto
mobiles and wines. The most important articles Included last year 22
.

million dollars' worth of art works;
five million of chemicals, chiefly
argols, glycerin and essential
oils, IS million of silk goods, eight
millio not cotton laces and embroid
eries, and large sums for perfumes,
diamonds, motion picture films and
other manufactures, as well as 19
million, pound ot
English
walnuts.
Italy
Italy supplies large quantities ot
macaroni, fruits and nuts, olive oil,
prepared
vegetables,
still
cheese,
wines,' art works, hats, argols and distilled oils.
v
Netherlands
Netherlands Is a leading source for
diamonds and wrapper tobacco and
also, sends us hides, fish, spices, tin
and paper stock.
e,

"

Belgium

Belgium is our largest source of
diamonds, and sends us much rubber,
hides and furs and linens.
Switzerland
leads as our source of imported cot
ton laces and watches, and is important in the matter of cheese, silk goods
and coal tar colorings.
Ireland is first in its supply ot
linens.

-

THE ROSENTHAL'S

Don't fail to grasp this wonderful opportunity

of

buying HIGH-CLAS- S
FURNITURE, RUGS, LINOLEUM, Stoves, Ranges and Hou&a
Furnishing at unheard of prices, during September.
Every article in the house bearw a felG RED TAG (showing our big
j,

cut ,ln. prices. Our sales force'ehjoys showing yon through cut dif
ferent lines, whether you buy or not Below are a few of the re-markable values, which we offer for cash only:
"

".- -'

9.85
14.95
16.35
19.65
8.95
17.65

$

'

O

for S15.00 Brass Beds with 2 inch posts.
for $22.00 Brass Beds with 2 inch Continuous Pillars
for 24.50 Brass Beds with 2 inch Top and Posts.

30.00 Brass Beds with 2 inch Posts 30 Fillers.
10,50 Oak Chiffoners.
for 18.50 Oak Chiffoners with Bevel Mirror.
for

for

We have too many items to mention in our ads, but Invite you to
come and eee for yourself that we will save you big money on
your purchases.

;..

'

I

.

THE ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.
Opposite (he Y, M. C. A,

East Las

Veas,

N. EI,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, IVG.suAY,

THE RODEO WILL
BE A FEATUI

general Interest, since It Involves the
ola isBue of niualclpal home rule,
NEW
wLich threatens the permanency of.
Minnesota and some other states, and
whlo htbreatenes the permanency of
commissions which Infringe too much
oa cities' natural rights.
In the present case the question of
the. richt of the cltv to make a con
tract with a new company Is raised
I
by the Indianapolis Light and Heat
wmcn now nas me con.
SALE OF TIMBER ON NATIONAL company
for
the city, me company
lighting
PROFIT
WAS
FORESTS
Insists that the new contract means
ABLE
"illegal" duplication of plant, and also
that It otherwise Is out of line with
exto
the
New Mexico will benefit
the provisions of the new laws passed
tent of about $57,000 from the past in 1913 under
which, the Indianapolis
fiscal year's receipts from national forthe power to make
insists,
company
howest? In the state. This includes,
this kind Is taken out of
of
contracts
ever, more than $9,800 received from the hands of cities and rate making
the pale of timber from state school is
placed In the hands of the public
lniids but logged under the regulacommission.
utility
tions of the forest service. The figthe
ures have just been compiled by
Your Liver Healthily Active
The total Keeps
d. partment of agriculture.
A man
in Kentucky just told a
receipts from New Mexico's forests friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets
were $144,864.90, derived almost equal- were the most wonderful medicine
somely from lumber and forage, with
that had entered his system. Said he
spefrom
in
over
receipts
$8,000
thing
would not be without them. Neither
cial uses. Deducting $9,890, received would you, If you had ever tried them.
ftom timber sold from school lands A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
and returned to the state for the bent-l- chronic constipation or for an occait
of its school funds, the receipts sional purge. O. G-- Schaefer and Red
from the federal forest land amounted Cross Drug Store. Adv.

MEXICO GO!

$57,000

LAST

YEAR

OF FAIR
riders and ropers from
over the southwest
will attend

all

11. From
Albuquerque, N. M, Sept.
a side Issue of the amusement program of the coming state fair, October
6 to 10, added by the fair commission

In response to many requests for a
return to the old frontier sports
vl ich used to add so much to the popularity of the old territorial fairs,
the first annual celebration of trie Albuquerque Rodeo had developed ilurlns
the past few weeks Into one of the
p;ost Important amubement features of
the fair. Six weeks ago Secretary
Tern F. ISinkert made the first announcement of the rodeo with its
had a cou-p'.- e
purbes and conditions, ell
blanks
printed,
hundred
of
entry
be amwould
number
that
Iflieving
blanks
began
ple. Demand for entry
to roll in almost at once from all parts
of the range country In New Mexico,
from Arizona, Texas and even from
Wyoming. More entry blanks became
r.eressary and Mr. Blnkert now predicts that the rodeo will rival In num
ber of entries and In Interest the
gnat annual frontier celebration of
Cheyenne, Wyoming. Some of the
most noted ropers and riders in the
west have entered, and more are
C( mlug in every day.
The contests are to run throuch the
entire fair week, cash prizes being:
offered each day In the elimination
contests and the winnerB will compete
for the big purses on Saturday, the
f:nal day of the fair. A big bunch of
wild horses has been secured and out
of lieference to the New Mexico law
prohibiting exhibitions of steer roping,
fcurros and goats will be used.
Two hundred Navajoes are coming
from the reservation brin?-lnj- r
a big bunch of horses with them
and one troop and possibly two of
States cavalry will take part
In each days' program. An enterprising motion picture company has asked
permission to send a western company
Albuquerque and to stage parts of
,
!iia three reel western melodrama
c' ' ing the fair, taking advantage' of
'
combined presence of cavalry, In-- .
ss and cowboys.
The scenes are
'ie acted out not only before the
ture machine, but before the gTand
I
f and to give the state fair audiences
vn illustration of how motion pictures
are made, ifle rronner aay participants will unite In a big parade Saturday before the San Diego exposition
commission 'a motion picture machine.
ovf-rlan-

Vr-lte-

'

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
"I advised the 'boys' when they enlisted for the Spanish war to take
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy with them, and have
received many thanks for tlie advice
given," writes J. H. Hougland, Eldon,
Iowa. "No person whether traveling
or at home should be without this
great remedy." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Oregon claims the distinction of having heen the first state to declare Labor Day a legal holiday. The law making it a holiday was passed In 1887.
The annual convention of the International Slate and Tile Roofers' union
will be held In New York next week.

to $134,973.96.

1'nder the law, 5 per cent of this
is returned to the state to be expenda
ed In the counties in which the
nre Rituated. for the benefit of
schools and road3. This amouunted to
$;'X,743.49. An additional ten per cent
of the receipts is expended locally by
the secretary of agriculture for roads
and trails for the convenience of the
public. The contribution of New Mexico's forests to this road fund Is $13,- 497.40, making the total sum by which
for-Ptt-

STATE FAIR AT PUEBLO
Tueblo, Colo., Sejt. 14. This was
tbe opening day of the Colorado state
fair, which, this year Is larger and In

many respects more attractive than
any of Us predecessors. The mining
exhibit, livestock show and display of
agricultural and horticultural products
g
arc worthy of particular note,
as they do the wonderful products and natural resources of the
state. Horses from many states are
the state benefits through federal ad- here to contest In the race program
ministration of the national forests and in addition there will be autoThe state of Arizona, how mobile races, aeroplane flights and
$57,131.83.
ever, received a total of more than other special attractions.
twice this amount on account of the
large timber Bales In operation there. Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
The total receipts from all national
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar
the
forests
country, Compound.
throughout
It spreads a soothing
amounted to nearly two and a half healing coating as it glides down the
mi.lions of dollars, the exact figures throat, and tickling hoarseness, and
being $2,437,710.21, of which, the Btates nervous hacking, are quickly healed
receive directly or Indirectly $833,-9- $ Children love It tastes good and no
1.03, not Including the sums turned opiates.
A man in Texas walked 15
over to Arizona and New Mexico for miles to a drug store to get a bottle.
the sale cf timber from school lands Best you can buy for croup and bron
in those states. The new forests re- chial coughs. Try It Adv.
cently purchased In the east have already begun to furnish returns, and
NEW CUT-OFOPENED
receipts from their use amounted to
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 14. The new
$3,793.56.
Sr.okane-Aye- r
line of the Oregon'
Washington Railroad and Navigation
"Habbit" MaranvIIIe of the Craves company was opened to passenger and
has batted at a .397 clip against the freight traffic today. The occasion alPirates this year, having produced 5 so marked the opening of the new
fc;ts in G3 times at bat.
$500,000 union station built in this
Railcifj by the
Rumor has It that Hal Chase will road and Navigation company and the
ilet the Buffalo team of the Federal Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul rail
Irague next season. As manager of road. The new Spokane-Aye- r
line
the Yankees in 1911 Chase was a cuts down the distance between Spogood first baseman.
kane and Portland about 50 miles and
n
Railgives the
A Lame Back
Kidney Trouble Causes road and Navigation company the
It
shortest line between the two cities
And It will give you even worse if by
approximately seven miles.
not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge,
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on
Acute Indigestion
her back with kidney trouble and in"I was annoyed for over & year by
flamed bladder. She says: "I took attacks of acute Indigestion, followed
Foley Kidney Pills and now my back by constipation," writes Mrs. M. J.
is stronger than in years, and both Gallagher,
Geneva, N. Y. "I tried
kidney and bladder troubles are en- everything that was recommended to
tirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red me for this complaint but nothing did
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
me much good until about four
months ago I saw Chamberlain's Tab'
MUNICIPAL HOME RULE ISSUE
lets advertised and procured a bottle
Indianapolis, Sept. 14. The Indiana of them from our druggist I soon
public service commission today took realized that I had gotten the right
up the question of the right of the city thing for they helped me at once.
of Indianapolis to contract with the Since taking two bottles of them I
Merchants' eHat and Light company can eat heartily without any bad ef
for public lighting. The case is of fects." Sold by all druggists. Adv.
lllus-tr.itfn-
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Dlarrheoa QuicV.'y Cured
attention was lirl called to
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
diarrhoea Remedy as much as twelve
years ago. At that time I was seriously 111 with summer complaint One
dose of this remedy checked the trouFlorence,
ble," writes Mrs. C. W.
Kockfleld, Ind. For sale by all deal
ers. Adv.
".My
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&e

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

AND

CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND LIB

l'HI BEST

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

MEN TO MEET
Cincinnati, Sept. 14. All prepara
tions are complete for the annual con- vention of the National Life Uuder-- v

ii

INSURANCE

J

COLUMN

Titers' association, which Is to meet
in this city tomorrow for a session of
three days. The convention will be

LODGE NO. 2, A, F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night In
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corMU'h month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president;
T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Baily,
ui- 7j M. uivuiers coruiauy Van
Treasurer.
M..
H.
W.
8.
vited. Guy
Cary,

Petten. Secretary.

the largest and most Important gather
ing of life Insurance men to be held j
a this country this year.

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, CO UN.
CIL NO. 804. Meet
second and
t. orth
Thursday In O. R. C. haJL
uar conclave second Tues-Lu- Pioneer building. Visiting member
Richard Devlna,
dey in each mcnth at Ma- - are cordially Invited.
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. O. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Smith, B. C; ChaB. Tamme, Recorder.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Cx
Reg-9f1r-

Chamberlain's Liniment
If you are ever troubled with aches,
pains or soreness of the muscles, you
will appreciate the good qualities of
OPTIC'S NUMEZR, MAIN &
Chamberlain's Liniment. Many sufferers from rheumatism and sciatica RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
have used It with the. best results. It
is especially valuable for lumbago and
Flv cents per line each Insertion.
lame back. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No d to occupy less space than two
All
FOR OHIO TENNIS TITLES
lines
sdvertlsement
charged
Cleveland, O., Sept. 14. The an- will bt booked at space actually set
nual tournament for the lawn Tennis without regard to number ot words.
championships of Ohio opened auspi- Cash In advlnca preferred.
ciously today on the courts of the
East End Tennis club in this city.
The entrants are numerous and of a
class that assures some spirited com- FOR RENT Three rooms, furnished
l.elltions for the ttiles.
or unfurnished, suitable for light
housekeeping; close to Normal UniCITROLAX
versity. Phone Purple 54S2.
Users say it is the ideal, perfect
laxative drink. Ml J. Perkins, Green FOR RENT Nice front room with
Bay, Wis., says "I have used pills,
board, 918 Lincoln avenue.
oils, salts, etc, but were all disagree
able and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax I FOR RENT Modern six room house,
have found the Ideal laxative drink
furnace and range. 600 Washing
For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy
ton.
bowels, Citrolax is
liver, congested
ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

For Rent

ICCAL TIME CARD;

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-,y-t-!- .
cation first Monday in each

at Masonic Temple
'iii g month
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,

i

H.

SiNrj
fcSAS

P.; F.

Esst Bouns
Arrive

of Cooley's Barn,
conditions of a favorable natire,
Though the war has prevented Eu
rope and Canada from sending th ir
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
star players this year, the representa
Dentist
tion of American experts is all that
Dental work of tny description si
could be desired and the indications
moderate prices
are that the tournament will be one
Room
Block. Office Phone
Center
1,
of tlio moat interasting-lnott--tan
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
nual events to decide the premier title
for women were first inaugurated.

I....

Secre- - No,

O. Blood,

No.
No.
No.

tary.

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
4. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
I.

I....
1....

No.
. Friedenstlne, N. O.: A. T.
Rogers No.
V. O.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, No.

7:46
11:6

m

m
m
Bound

II....

brethren cordially invited to attend

DetiuV

m

7:20 p.
4. ...11:54 p
2:25 a.
1:25 p.

West
Arrive

7....

J:!
2:0

9- -

1:8S

.

for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness.
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
That's why they cant Improve the
quality, and war or no war, the price
remains the same. No opiates. Don't
take substitutes, for Foley's Honey
and Tar Is. the best. O. Gu Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

P. o. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on NinO street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Win. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

4:St

&

7:91

.

si

ror lulu
This

elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon

3

KNIGHT AND LADIES OF

SECUR-

"V.i -i- f you use

((

3

EMPRESS
FLOUR
f.l

n

s

giving yoi

a present for doing something
you 'd do uny

fourth Thursday
evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard V
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

Better EMPRESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R.- - 0. hall, on the

Made hv CFJR. I
MAN PROCESS

way wnen you
leam how Much

.

FLOUR rcclk

1

1

is.

second and fourth
Tuesdays of
ONE COUPON FROM
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
HOME DOCTORS
Consul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
FIVE
STAMPS
is what women are called who all over Montague,
Local Deputy.
Visltini
BRINGS YOU THE
'A
this broad land make their annual col- members are especially welcome and
SPOON
IT 'S
lections of roots and herbs, and rely cordially invited.
GENUINE WM.
upon recipes which our pioneer moth
ROGERS &
ers found dependable for different fam
SONS' A A
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
ily ailments. In one of these recipes,
STANDARD
Osteopathic Physician
Lydia E. PInkham's Vegetable ComOffice Crockett Building
SILVER
pound had its origin and so success Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6
PLATE
p. m.
ful has it proved that there Is hardly
BEAUTIFUL
Residence Phone Main 384
a city, town or hamlet in America
FRENCH.
1REY (STERwhere some woman who has been re
MONUMENT CO
LING) FINIS"
stored to health by its use does not
Albuquerque, N. M.
reside. Adv.
215 E. Central
EMPRESS!
13 Years Practical Experience.
A JONES
8.
TO.
W.
BOWERS
can be l- The Duluth club of the Northern
sold
has
Pitcher
GEO.
H.
league
HUNKER
Cunningham
g tamed in tnis city irom
to the eDtroit Tigers and Pitcher
Attorney-at-LaBlancke to Toronto. Blancke is the
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
heaver of the North-errleading strike-ou- t
S

ALL GROCERS

circuit

--

Ing Specks

These are signs of kidney and blad
der trouble, You'll have headaches
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kid
ney Pills at once. Your miserable
sick feeling will be gone. You will
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
and active again. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

How's TMs?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure.
F, J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,

Z,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs,
200 lbs.,
60 lbs,

Less

RETAIL PRICES

or Mors, Each Dslvery
to 2,000 lbsH Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs, Esch Delivery

to 208 Iba.,
than N Iba,

Each Delivery
Eaoti Delivery

tt

tM,u....M.U

.M.w.w.Uo

w4s

,M,w.MMili

IN

per
per
per
per
per

IN

,

Ik-a-

1N Is
1N lls
1N Ik

AGUA PURA COMPANY
RatursJ fas, ts riria
Barrestert, Btoren, sad Distributors
WMek Bare Mac La fejas raciosa.
Lastlat Qualities
OFFICE

Adv.

Hall's Catarrh Curs Is taken Inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

Adv..

NATIONAL GUARD CONVENTION
Boston, Sept. 14. Militia officers

from every state are attending the
sixteenth annual convention of the
National Guard Association of the
United States, which held its opening
session this morning at the Hotel So
merset The adjutants general of
many of the states are included in
the attendance. The sessions will con
tinue three days and will be devoted
largely to the discussion of the pro
posed militia bill and other legislation
affecting the national guard. Tomorrow the delegates will be entertained
at luncheon by the Ancient and Honor
able Artillery Company of Boston.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

The International
union has decided to hold Its sixteenth
When Earl Kitchener called for 500,000 volunteers the response of the English was swift In one day there anvual convention in San Francisco
iere nearly 100,000 enlistments. The photograph shows the recruiting station at Whitehall, London, besieged by next year during th period of the
men eager to serve their country.
Panama exposition.
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INTERSTATE FAIR AT SPOKANE
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 14. The great
fruit crop of the northwest this year
is illustrated as one of the striking
features of the interstate fair, which
opened in Spokane today for a week's
engagement In nearly all other re
spects the exhibition is more elaborate than ever before, and the live
stock show, the horse show and the
poultry show are the most complete in
the history of the association. In the
agricultural department the displays
are numerous and embrace everything
grown on the farm and In the garden.
The exhibits of women's work and of
machinery are also worthy of special
note, and the strictly amusement features of the fair are numerous and of
a high class. The city presents a holi
day appearance today in anticipation
of the arrival of nlany visitors.

&

6:4(1 a. tt.

SELF-RELIAN- T

Cost Kept Down Quality Kept Up
No better medicine could be made

-

Depart

1:10 p. m
1:35 a..m.....
4:20 p. m
1:35 p. m

I....

,

ft
a. a.
&.

Cemetery Trustee.

ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
SALE 100 head fat steers, 100 month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR
CHAMPIONSHIP
WOMEN'S GOLF
head good stock cattle, 10 head of Ladles always welcome O. L. FreeNew York, Sept. 14. The eyes of
horses. F. J, Wesner, East Las Ve man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
al' women Interested in the game of
Financier Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
gas, New Mexico.
will be turned this week toward
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
the links of the Nassau Country club,
Assistant Deputy, 1011
FOR SALE At closing out prices for Montague
al Glen Cove, where the annual tour
Sixth
East Las Vegas, N. H.
street,
two weeks only, surreys, buggies,
nament for the women's national
harness, saddles, and entire equip
c'h mpionship was opened today under
L. O. O. MOOSEMeets second aao
ment

Toledo, O.
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ighf, there seems no reason to sup-- ! in the genera! e!ta:!t'.c-- will permit. A that undertake to rule adversely to
pose that the recovery that will in- feature clearly needed In (he work of their safety and interests? In the enevitably follow the currtnt depression
is the confidence of in- tire history of the world no parallel
that has been forced upon this coun- ecuslruction
can be found of the terrible war
try by causes over which it has no vestors in the soundness of securities,
the nations transpiring today.
OF
control will be rapid and substantial, liallroad executives have this week Th- annals of past conflicts define
Wil-roThe government report on the grain' had a conference with 1'resident
in nearly all cases the causes that led
on the necessity of securing addi
crops which was published last week
to them. While we read of what might
is certainly suggestive of this rapid tnonal revenue if they are to perform be called
"good" wars, such as our
recovery since it forecasts such .sreat tin- obligations expected of them in own struggle for lilwrty, and our later
prosperity among the farming inicr-ests- , th direction of furnishing adequate wa: for freedom, the bad wars vastly
which are the backbone of thin transportation facilities for the coun- outnumber
says end of world.
them, but seeming causes
WIDE EXTRAVAGANCE
WILL
country. The wheat crop has vir- - try's proper development. The rail- a1 ways existed religious wars, wars
BE A BENEFIT
tually been harvested and final re roads in the nature of things must for conquest, and, as I said, wars for
turns will show very close to a total make constant demands for new captpersonal riht and national freedom.
New
York, Sept. 14. Substantial of 9iM).(ilH),(KtO bushels if indeed thatitfil for extensions. But they cannot For the present great war, however,
progress is evjdent in the important unexampled mark is not exceeded obtain this capital unless they can I fail to fin da cause or reason. I call
practical work of clarifying the finan when the governmi nt's final harvest sin. w a sound condition financially it the most unreasonable and barbarcial situation. All Interests, without returns are published in December. and thus encourage Investors to pur- - ous war the world ever beheld. It
exoeption, are
cordially Not only have our farmers an unprec- chase securities on a fair basis. It is csirie to us In so shocking and strikfor the general welfare. The problem edented whiat yield, but a a result to be hoped, therefore, that the presi- could be Hker.ed
of the war they are to combine the d nt and Interstate commerce commis- ing a manner that It
of necessary readjustment has,
the Gospel has
Antichrist
to
that
the
been attacked at its roots. unusual factors of a large yield at sioners will recognize the necessities
us to expect some day. I look
wjsrned
rra-soThere
exseems
high prices.
of the railroads and permit proper proslight
Hence, when business in stock
an Antl- to doubt that Europe will require fits to be derived from the transpor- upon this European war as
change securities is at the proper
can
It credit- war. What else
time resumed It will then be on a every bushel of wheat that we can tation of merchandise. Prosperity christ
wholewith
brutal
its
be
called,
lines will ally
completely sound and sate basis. The spare and will be wining to pay cor- among the transportation
modmost
the
sale
down,
by
mowing
governors of the New York stock respondingly profitable prices to our soon spread to other industries. They
of all kinds of
em
machinery,
killing
farmers.
is
corn
Meanwhile
the
conservacrop 'are. for instance, by far the largest
exchange with their usual
all reli- tism are handling the situation in a making good progress and in well up,cul,tomerg of tne BH,eI mjjis. jrence human beings, comprising
with
and
to
without
race,
Igions
regard
to
a
the
renot
record
average, although
broad minded way. They may be
anj, aoU(y to bl)jr new material for out
the like of which the
mercy,
lied upon to reach, proper conclusions. making one. The same may be said extensions or Improvements
could
The financial markets almost invar- of the minor crops and In all instances hardly fail to be renected in the steel world has never previously witnessed?,
The peoples of all nations should rebel
iably afford an accurate Index of he there is the same favorable feature trade. Railroad prosperity spells gennemercantile and industrial activities of of high pricesL Cotton unfortunately eral prosperity for the country and even against their governments, If
to
It.
j
cessary,
stop
is
war
the
necessarily depressed by
the nation. Thus a stable market for
should be encouraged by all who have
HENRY CLEWS.
securities is dependent upon the de- and must await the resumption of any influence however great or small.
gree of prosperity in those activities!. business abroad before it can be ex- The eastern roads obtain partial reOur foreign trade which has been so pected to move with normal freedom. lief In the recent rate decision. But
Jack Britton figures he Is the logicoutlook as a the relief was not sufficient. More al
completely upset by the derangement But the agricultural
opponent for Freddie Welsh, thd
of foreign exchange
facilities is a whole is an. excellent one a fact that should be granted to Include the railchampion. Britton claims-hlightweight
In
any road situation as a whole.
prime essential to the progress of should not be lost sight of
make the weight and should be
ton
trade at home. Sterling exchange analysis of conditions that are likely
September Jl, 191 4.
g:en a chance to regain the chamtransactions are apprpachiug a more to attend the formal reopening of
I
After the exxrienee of this devas- pionship for your Uncle Sam.
nearly normal basis than has been cur- stock exchange buslntsg.
cruel war on life
and
brutally
tating
Even should the war be carried to
rent at any time since the war start
1
and property, no permanent peare can
MEETING OF ODD FELLOWS
ed. It should not be necessary to re an extended period there are favor- be effected unless it
dis14. Two thousand
for
provides
Boston,
Sept.
sort to the exportation of any large ing features that are worthy of con- armament of all the nations involved,
delegates, who come from many parts?
amount of the precious metal. Facili sideration. The first shock of the una a
the
binding peace compact made be- of the country, are attending
Worldbeen
has
conflict
experienced.
fating shipment of wht at and other
Pa- a
rata
combination
tween
them
the
for
of
convention
biennial
pro
fourth
food products that are needed so free wide efforts in governmental as well of
to
both
land
forces
the
tritrchal Order of Past Grand Masters;
ample
police
as banking circles are in progress
ly abroad would be more effective.
rnd sea of the entire combatants, also of the Grand United Order cf Ofltf
of
business.
to
the
resumption
looking
President Wilson has designated
to Include all other nations. If that Fellows, which opened Its sessions in'
October 4 a day for the American There is now slight reason to expect Is
accomplished as a result of the Berkeley Temple today and will coa
commerce by hospeople to raise their voices in prayer the destruction of
then it will be an Important gain tinue through the week. Thursday;
war,
clearthat the horrifying carnage that is tile ships as the seas have been
to humanity, and In part some compen- will be the big day of the convention
Thus
of
allies.
the
fleets
the
ed
by
now in progress and which means
sation growing out of the costly and There will be aparade.tobe reviewed
problem for exsuch widespread desolation and suf- the transportation
dreadful slaughter of human life will by Governor Walsh of Massachusetts
has
merchandise
of
fering may cease. It is to be hoped ports and imports
be derived. If such a settlement Is and Mayor Curley of Boston. The
efforts
and
solved
been
very
largely
that the prayers of the millions upon
on the prob- not accomplished, then recuperation parade will end at Fenway Park,
millions of
people of all are now being centered
facili- with vindictive intentions will be like- where there will be a prize drill bfl
financial
the
lem
of
providing
creeds, in alt nations will be answermovement
of ly to bring about another similar war the military orders of delegates.
ed and that the wholesale slaughter, ties necessary for a free
In due course of time, which may In")
has
the
latter
When
trade.
the destruction of homes, the waste foreign
'
clude our continent and the whole of
FROM BLANCHE
will
FEE
CLAIMS
a
stride
been
accomplished
long
peoof the savings of the unfortunate
Los Angeles, Sept. 14. A putt
been made in' the direction of Affa, thereby making a greater deluge
ple shall not be permitted to proceed have
Eu- of blood and destruction of property brought by Dr. K. B. Sloane, form'
the
of
interference
the
reducing
to the extreme of complete exhausion.
than the present upheaval. The only a Detroit physician, against X.Ua
Let us hope that the day appointed ropean conflict with etock exchange
possible gain that this war can pro- Blanche Bates, the actress, for
business.
may in fact prove a day of thanksgivduce Is what I propose, as stated P!X.50, his fees, which ho claims e1
situation
may
the
In
. the..
general
brief,
conditions
Oietluplornbla
ing
out
above, and the people ot all nations owes him for saving her life in -beto
said
be
favorably
working
have ended.
When the war has ended new conr for a resumption of business on the should rise up and insist upon It. It is Detroit hospital, came up for trial he
At the time of her illness ii
ditions will arise. The international New York Stock Exchange on the a question for the peoples of the
world to solve for their own protec- was believed that Miss Bates could net
date
fiand
The
of
basis
to
be
have
course
profit.
will
of
safety
struggle
nanced. The burden of taxation will when business shall be officially re- tion, provided the various governments tecover. Dr. Sloane was In an adjchi-in- .
ward suffering from blood poisonbear heavily upon the petple of all the sumed can very properly be left to will not accomplish that result, as the
lives
He claims that he offered a
of
and
interests
the
their
ing.
Stock
the
the
people
NewYork
of
of
nations
managers
regardless
belligerent
are
which cured Miss Bates-Mis- s
where
losses
the
tifatment
and
upwho
be
the
suffering
depended
may
which side may be designated
Exchange,
Bates' mother, It Is said, offered
final apparent victors. Happily, our on to authorize a resuumptlon of busi- strike. Why, then, should they not
own country has not been, drawn into ness the very moment that the grave make their voice and actions suffi- to give him $1,000. He received only;
j
maelstrom and our Increased taxation considerations that are prime factors ciently strong to overthrow the few $K0.
is merely the result of the interference by the foreign situation with
our routine revenues. With the great
derangement and destruction of export markets, that have heretofore
been, served by the belligerent nations
our own manufacturers ajid merchants will unquestionably find many
favorable exiport opportunities. Congress has already enacted Jegislation
that undoubtedly means the establishment of a merchant marine which
A
A' i ,.v
.
&4vVv
fffci r-j- v
.
k$& Writ A
will In turn facilitate the exportation
of the products ot American farms
and American mines- and American
factories. All this means an increase
in our nationaj activities. It at once
suggests an increase in the freight
tonnage carried by our railroads and
in the volume ot the products of our
manufactures,, Still further, an in
crease in the volume or nusmess
means a corresponding expansion of
profits; hence in the- - value of securities of the various transportation and
Industrial agencies. It may, I believe,
be taken for granted that American
foresight and ingenuity will be found
completely equal to the task of talcthere are multitudes in perplexity as to the cause of their headaches, biliousness, sleeplessness, heart
ing full advantage of the opportuni
with- - personal comfort and success.
ties that are so dearly in sight.
flutter, nervousness, etc. Ills that constantly interfere
There la still another favorable
feature of the situation' that will in
There are others who have learned that coffee with its drug, caffeine, is very often the cause
all orobability follow the derange
of these troubles, and that a sure, easy way to escape such discomforts Is to quit coffee and use
ment caused by the European conflict
I refer to the worldwide necessity for
economies that will be forced in all
branches of national, state, municipal
as well as individual affairs. Ex
travagance has been Increasing on
such a phenomenal scale that some
made entirely of wheat and a bit of molasses. it is absolutely free from
a pure delightful
check lias lone been needed. The
harmful or
other
or
Ingredient.
the drug, caffe'.ne,
any
real effect will be far reaching.
arnv
for
race
In
competitive
two forms.
Abroad, the
Postum now comes
nmnntn will oresumablv end for a
considerable period with the termlna
Regular Postum must te well boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
tion of the war. Our own people have
undoubtedly received an object lesson
Instant Postum a soluble powder. Made in the cup with hot water. No boiling required. 30c
of the necessity of accumulating for
and 50c tins.
a rainy day. They may with good rea
son be expected, when their incomes
Both kinds are delicious, and the cost per cup is about the same.
return to a normal basis, to take ad
low
of
level
the
high grade
vantage of
securities as the best method of inGrocers everywhere sell POSTUM
vesting their savings.
Viewing; the situation In a broad
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ICHT
ASSAULT CHARGE DROPPED
i,
Honolulu, Sept. 14. Under a ruling
Unit-ethe
of
D.
Dole
by Judge Sanford

E. A. SMITH ARRESTED

court the
assault, returned, by a
federal grand jury against A. Jefferson McCarn,- United State attorney
for the territory of Hawaii, will be
dropped. Judge Dole held that his
court . had no Jurisdiction.
An indlctratn.t returned by the territorial grand jury on the same charge
remains, but a trial date has not yet
been set,
The charges grew out of an altercation in the federal building between
McCarn and Claudius McBride, an attorney representing defendants whom
McCarn was prosecuting. Each maintained that the other began the alleged assault.

States district

BARBER IS APPREHENDED BY
LICE AT REQUEST OF MCKINLEY SHERIFF

PO-

the request of Sheriff Rob-- f
rts of McKinley county, Chief of Police Ben Coles this afternoon arrested
JS. A. Smith, who is wanted In Gallup
on a felony charge. Smith has been
In Las Vegas for about three months
i.nd has been employed as a barber.
It Is understood the charge against
1 lm la the
uttering of worthless
checks, but details will not be known
until the arrival of the sheriff or one
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
of his deputies. This Is. the second
Carriage out Saturday morning.
time within a week that Chief Coles Leave orders at Murphey'e. Adv.
has made an arrest for the McKinley
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
county sheriff.
housekeeping
RENT Light
IX)R
rooms. 414 Seventh, street.
Read The Optic Want Ads.
Upon

Now is 8l good time
Chow-Cho- w
to make your

and Pickles

We Have

Celery, Pucumbers, etc.
Cauliflowers,

c

Concord

On Monday and Tuesday, September
14th and 15th, fall millinery opening.
StraBs Bonnet Shop. Adv.

Grapes

IKE DAVIS
THE CASH GROCER

lOMOfiM!

Spring Chickens

THIS STORE WILL RECEIVE

Remember we are getting new servCome and see for yourselves.
two-repicture "Conscience,"
with Irving Cummings and Mignon Anderson, also the man that makes everybody laugh, Keystone Fatly. 5 and
10 cents.
Mutual Theater. Adv.
ice.

To-nlf- ht

The Placita

Ranch

company

the Santa Fe

has
railcom-

Page Furniture

8k

Undertaking Co.

Phone Vegas 114

$ S17.90.

511-6thS- t.

GONZALES

OF LAS VEGAS. N.
AS A MEMBER

Stales

United

AND ETHBRIDGE

M.

OF THE

Federal

Reserve Bank

POTATOES

SAY

Ve offer our patrons an especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

THAT LIVE STOCK HAS

VIRGINIA SWEET

-

J. O. Gonzales of Mosquero, Union
county, was bound over to the grand
jury of Mora county Saturday for
horse stealing on the complaint of
Between
J. A. Ethbridge of Solano.
led to
has
feud
men
a
that
the two
some
for
existed
has
many arrests
time, it is said. Not long ago Gonzales had Ethbridge arrested for driving off a cow from the former's ranch,
which he, Gonzales, said was his and
Ethbridge also claimed. The fine in
tliis case was $50. Then came the
charging
complaint of Ethbridge
horse stealing against Gonzales, on
which he was held Saturday. Later
the same day, Gonzales, just out on
bonds, filed a complaint on an Identical charge against Ethbridge, who
is now under arrest awaiting preliminary hearing.

25c

VEGETABLES

of ail kinds

Special Bale on children's suits September 15th, 16th and 17th, three
Jcys only. Greenberger's. Adv.

Las Vegas was quiet Saturday night
and Sunday, and the police court, as
a result, was a deserted place this
morning. The police made no arrests
and It Is presumed that everybody
either went to church yesterday or
went fishing.

i

BEEN STOLEN

3 lbs (or

Herrera, aged 20 years, . and Ilerml-gene- z
Baca, aged 10 years, both residents of Telocote.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OTIIEROF CRIMES

QOC Per Crate

The W. C. T. U. will meet at the
First Baptist church tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

was Issued by
the county clerk Saturday to Cleofes

President

PEACHES

Adv.

There will be a meeting of the J. E.
Hosenwald lodge tonight at Temple
All members are requestMontefiore.
ed to be present.

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
& B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Hallct Raynolds. Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds. Vice

HEN ACCUSE EACH

San Juan Connfy

First run service In moving pictures
commencing tonight. Mutual Theater.

A USE-

FUL SOUVENIR.

g

65c and 75c

n

The
plaint sets forth that at various times
since 1910 the plaintiff has made shipments over the defendant road of alfalfa and other hay to points in Texas
and that the hay has never beea delivered to the plaintiff or any of its
agents. No date has been set for the
.
hearing.
LADY VISITING

Market

Bounty has been claimed by
Urloste for a coyote skin. The
animal was killed near Canyon Blanco.
Faus-ti-

filed suit against
way to recover

EVERY

Saturday's

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

A

BASKET

WE OPEN

Old Taylor SVhlsRey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

The first fall meeting of the B'Nai
B'Rith will be held this evening at
Temple Montefiore; All members are
requested to be present as business
of Importance will come up for

Another Shipment of
Fancy

j

A marriage license

STORE

:- -:

j

The Friendship club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Sarah Roberts, 509
National avenue, tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock

Qreen Tomatoes

STEARNS'

NEWS

LOCAL

d

ON A FELONY CHARGE

vitation.
John R. Lawson," Colorado member
of the executive board of the organization has been indicted by the grand
jury at Trinidad op charges growing
out of the Btrike disorders, and said
that upon his arrival at Trinidad tomorrow morning he would voluntarily
give himself up to the officers and
be prepared to furnish bond.

ln

JOHN II. YORK
M3

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

TIRES AMD TUBES

Interest In the ball of the Maroons
at tbe armory. Thursday evening is being shown In all quarters of the city,
as is manifested by the advance call
for tickets. The baseball boys, who
recently engineered a similar dance to
a successful climax, are determined to
culdo themselves on the coming event,
and are striving in every way they
can to make the occasion one that will
be remembered by the patrons as one
All persons who wish to take speof the most enjoyable of the season.
cial work In the New Mexico Normal
University are requested to attend a
Bishop Hughes looks so little like meeting in the main hall of the instl-tioa bishop that when a committee of
Wednesday afternoon at 4:30
laymen who are not acquainted with o'clock when classes, will be formed
him go to the train with the purpose and
assigment work nlade. Classes in
of meeting him and escorting him to English, history and numerous other
his hotel they almost invariably over-Too- k branches will be formed for the benehim. At one place the commit- fit of those who are unable to attend
tee reported that he had failed to ar- the
regular class room work in the
rive. They said they had stopped
daytime.
every man who alighted from the
train, with one' exception, and enTO OUR PATRONS
quired If he was the bishop and evWe, the undersigned newsdealers of
ery one had replied in the negative. the city, beginning Monday, Septem-l.t- r
They declared that the one man they
14, will close at 8 p. m. every evenhad failed to ask was a commercial
ing except Saturday, also Sunday aftraveler. Nevertheless when the con- ternoon
from 12 to 3 o'clock.
ference was called to order the next
BAILV'S CURIO STORE.
morning the "commercial traveler"
CLEMENT CURIO STORE. Adv.
he chair of the presiding
occupied
officer.
To my Friends and Patrons:
I have just returned from Castle's
UNCONSCIOUS HUMOR
School
of Dancing, and prepared to
Even the "dignity of office" that is
all the latest dances. I will be
teach
to
be
to
due
his
generally reported
honor, Uncle Sam, Is sometimes as- located at F. B. Hall, and give my
sailed by the perpetrators of uncon- opening ball on Wednesday, Septemscious humor. There is a letter at ber 16.
MRS. ED O'BRIEN.
Adv.
the postoffice of East Las Vegas
awaiting a claimant addressed to "Mr.
Mereay Mar khed, New Town, Las
Vegas, N. M." In the upper left hand
corner is the Instruction, "Return my
letter back."
Likeythe poet whq answered the
mysterious knocking at his door,
there is "only this, and nothing more."
,
No name is attached to the general
order for the return, of the letter, and
the only clew that might lead to the
arrest and conviction of the joker Is
that the letter was mailed at Columbia Springs.
WE CAN PLEASE YOU

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-

n

and tires andFiske, tires and everything need
ed for the"auto.
ALL WORK

DONE AT OUR SHOP

n

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

1i!

Written Guarantee
goes with everyicar to

effect that: IF
the price declines the
buyer will have the
amount of the decl'ne
refunded.

the

LET US

Th (bounty road commission is expecting a report soon from Deputy
Sheriff Jones of Carlsbad, Eddy coun.
ty, and Harry Selleck, manager of
th.e Roswell Electric Light and Power
company, who left yesterday for the
southeastern part of the state over
the new Las
road.
These men came to Las Vegas Satur- COLORADOANS TRYING
day over the road leading through
Lamy, and reported that highway In
TO END
STRIKE
bad condition. The new road to Ros
well Is gaining In popularity. It goes
through Palma and is over 60 miles MINERS AND OPERATORS ARE
shorter than any other route to the
CONSIDERING THE PRESIChaves county city.

Clean
or Dye

your old

CBAS. ILFELD CO.

Garments'

Agents for The Ford

Vegag-Roswe-

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

JM

BAKING

IS

A PLEASURE
when good results are certain. Try baking with our
flour and after the first trial
you'll be so sure of good
bread, cake or pastry that
you'll no longer regard bak-

ur X
frri
l "7.

iiHl

Ue

ASK YOUR GROCER

Las Vegas Roller Mills

At Ibe Rome of

We

FLOUR

ing as a task but as a pleasure. Order a sack today.
We guarantee every sack
to give satisfaction or give
your money back.

tbe Best of Everything Eatable

hand the Choicest
have
of Fruits and Vegetables.
orv

DENT'S

The ipublie may have been, misinformed to some extent regarding the
status of the Camfield irrigation project north of Las Vegas by a
error appearing in The
Ortiq Saturday evening. In giving the
reasons of the board of trustees of
the Las Vegas land grant for refus-- j
ing to accept the latest proposition to
complete the project The Optic stated
that the lands of the Camfield Development company would be released,
when the statement should have been
that the bonds of the company would
be released.
Other reasons given
were set forth and the public is familiar with them.
typo-grsphic-

r

Denver, Sept. 14. Announcement
was made today that a conference of
Colorado
coal operators would be
held in Denver Saturday to consider
President Wilson's proposal for a
three-yea- r
truce in the coal miners',
strike. J. E. Welborn. president of
the Colorado Fuel and Iron company,
said that all operators, including those
having contracts with the United
Mine Workers of America, had been
invited to participate.
Officers of the United Mine Workers will leave tonight for Trinidad,
where a convention of miners will be
held to consider the president's in- -

o

COLUMBIA

15

30c
30c
30c
30c

Watt

a

mone Main

make way for carpenters and bricklayers

Watt
Watt
150 Watt
250 Watt
100

J?

-

A

Everything in Hardware and Furniture

A

Few Prices:

o
o

Next to Bridge

$30.00 Sideboard now
30.00 Book-Cas- e
now
24.50 Brass Bed now

S1Q.OO

15.00
16.35

$5.00 Matress now
36.00 Circassian Walnut Dresser
A 31.00 Chif foiner to Match Dresser
A

A

$2.50
21. CO

2D.40

fJzny GqqUg Below Cost.

$1.10
$L80

rrompt uciivery

LUDWIG WM. HFEID

off

ON EVERYTHING

A

4tw
70c.

HO

to 50

20

U

LAMPS ARE THE BEST MAZDA
INCANDESCENT
LAMPS MADE. PRICES GUARANTEED

20 Watt
23 Watt
40 Watt

Our immense Stock being slaughtered to

ffntn

A

hoe

E

o More Light for Less Money

Price a.s low as any
According to Quality
THE GRAAF & I1AYVARD CO.STORE

PLAN

Your Greatest Pay Day Opportunity,
Johnsen's Great Remodeling Sale,

fj

MM

B

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON.
EVERYTHING FOR THE HOME.

